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Sidewalk lounging banned HP gives
Council passes controversial ordinance 9-2
By Aaron Williams
Spartan Daily Senior Staff Writer
If you sit or lie down on San Jose’s
downtown area sidewalks you will go to jail
and/or lace a $1,000 fine.
The ban, which was enacted at a heated
and extremely polarized city council meeting Tuesday, covers a 66-square block area,
prevents people from sitting or lying down
on the sidewalks from 10 a.m. to midnight.
It follows similar laws in Palo Alto, Santa

Cruz and is patterned after a Seattle law
which has been challenged and upheld in
the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals. The city
council vote was 9-2 with council members
Charlotte Powers and Manny Diaz casting
the two no votes.
Business owners and homeless advocates, about 20 in all, spoke before the city
council about issues from public safety to
civil rights to the city’s image.
Diane Paradiso, who owns the Blossom
Flower Shop, which has been in San Jose

for more than 60 years, fought for the
approval of this ordinance as well as antiprostitution laws in the past.
"The minute we start bringing (San
Jose) to the showpiece it should be, another problem such as people hanging around
our doorstep for hours and hours at a time,
sprawling out on the sidewalks and blocking the entrance (to our stores)," Paradiso
said during the meeting. "They use the
sidewalks as a public urinal ... cause havoc
and basically deter people from coming

into your store."
She asked the city council if the image
they wanted people to have of San Jose was
one of a homeless haven that made consumers too nervous to shop or one of a
healthy, professional, business community.
If Paradiso spoke for the business community, then Robert Norse would have
been the opposition’s voice at the meeting.
Norse, a homeless advocate from Santa
Cruz and member of HUFF (Homeless
United for Friendship and Freedom) spoke
to the city council in a plaid bathrobe,
about the injustices and problems of the
See Ordinance, page 6

SJSU $1
million in
grants
By Dennis Knight
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Women and minorities have traditionally been
under-represented in the math and science fields of
the American work force.
Hewlett Packard has taken steps to mollify this
situation by awarding a $1 million grant to the San
Jose State University Engineering and Computer
Science departments. The grant s purpose is to
increase the number of women and under-represented minorities who choose to study in those
fields.
There are 2,729 undergraduates students in the
College of Engineering (the Computer Science
Department is part of thc college). Of that total, 5
percent of the students are African American, 9
percent are Hispanic and 14 percent are women.
The grant provides funding for a partnership
between the university and a number of elementary, middle and high schools in the local area.
"In the K-I2 partnership, we work with two
high schools, two middle schools and six elementary schools to increase interest in the field so students will be better prepared when they come to
San Jose State," said Kuei-Wu Tsai, associate dean
of engineering.

See Grant, page
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Royal Hartigan, right, professor of Jazz in America, doesn’t let the earthquake drill Tuesday morning interrupt his class time.

Drill serves as reminder
Earthquake
Preparedness
Month focuses
on safety,
organization in
case of big
shake

By Andy W. Ho
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
What’s shaking?
Those who live in (..111lorma know
the answer is usually, "An earthquake."
As A part of April’s "California
Earthquake Preparedness Month," the
San Jose State University community
participated in an all -building CV3C112tion exert ice Tuesday At 10:30 a.m.
Richard Staley, SJSU’s Emergency
Preparedness «iordinator, said nearly
400 people helped organize and exc.
cute the preparedness exercise which
involved between 10,000 to 12,000
students, faculty and staff in more than
30 buildings on campus. Staley said it

is perhaps one of the largest, single -site
exercises in the state.
Staley said earthquake preparedness
wasn’t the sole reason fin the exercise.
He said it was intended to help train
campus emergency personnel, educate
the community arid determine if emergency equipment SYAS functioning
properly.
"This year, in some respects, was the
best it’s ever gone," Staley said. "I
would characterize it AS a success."
Evacuation shouldn’t be the first
at
of somebody inside a building
during an earthquake, he said.
"In an earthquake, duck, cover,
hold, stop and evaluate the situation,"
Staley said.

Staley said the SPA] campus community has been participating in this
event since 1989 when the Loma Prieta
Northern
rocked
earthquake
California.
"If any of you think you’ve seen the
big one, you’re mistaken," he said
According to Season Garcia, spokes
woman for the U.S. Geological Survey,
the 1989 LOMA PrIela earthquake
resulted in 62 deaths and about $6 billion in damages.
Garcia said the nu’su recent prediction is that A 67 percent chance exists
an earthquake of Richter Scale magnitude seven or greater will strike the San
See

Earthquake,

page 6

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Voters have a right w
outlaw affirmative action based on racial or gender preferences, a three-judge panel of a federal appeals court
said Tuesday in upholding California’s Proposition 209.
In a 3-0 ruling, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
ordered the lifting of a lower court injunction that had
blocked enforcement of the initiative since shortly after
voters passed it last November.
Proposition 209, passed by 54 percent of the voters,
would prohibit racial or gender discrimination in public
hitting, contracting and education, thus ending many
affirmative action programs.
"A system which permits one judge to block with the
stroke of a pen what 4,736,180 state residents voted to
enact as law tests the integrity of’ our constitutional
democracy," said the opinion by Judge Diarmuid
)’Scannlain.
Rejecting civil rights groups’ arguments, the court
said Proposition 209 "addresses in neutral fashion racerelated and gender -related matters" and does not discriminate.
Under the court’s decision, the riding is scheduled to
r.ilce effect in 21 days. Opponents are virtually certain to
appeal to a larger panel of the 9th Circuit and can ask the
court to continue the ban on enforcement in the meantime,
The news was met with a calm mixture of acceptance
and concern.
Steven Millner, an African -American Studies professor, said he respects the court’s decision but feels it will
have detrimental effects.

See Prop. 209, page

UPD seeking suspect in robberies
Same man suspected of two attacks in Seventh Street garage
By Andrew Davin
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Police are seeking A suspect who
they believe to be responsible for two
armed robberies that incurred this
week in the Seventh Street Garage.
The suspect is described by police
as a black male adult, between 5 foot 6-inches and 6 -feet tall, and weighing
approximately 200 pounds lie was
wearing a faded, green beanie type
cap, a brown, tattered jacket and
green pants during the first attack
that occurred at 6.15 a.m. on
Saturday.
During the 9 kin. robbery on
Tuesday, the victim said her assailant

was WCATIng A

red

Sweardlitt air,

,rk

pants
Police believe the suspect is the
same in both c rimes becAllte iii the
location, description cil siispect and
method or AI Lit Is weft’ the Wile III
1/0111 insr,un cc
According to the victims in both
LAU’S, they were approached from
behind by the suspect, who shoved A
hard object AgAII1St then backs and
claimed he had a gun.
The assailant then demanded that
the victims hand over their belongings and fled with the items. In the
first at
the victim lost his wallet
and a black duffel bag containing a
video camera. The second victim lost

her purse and wallet.
"This suspect is targeting A specific arra," UPD It. Shannon Maloney
said "Unfortunately, it happens to be
on this campus."
At
to Maloney, crimes of
this type on (Ampus are rare, but pet,i ’le still need to take precautions to try
and avoid becoming victims.
"Try and walk in pairs. avoiding
dark Areas and staying alert 10 your
surroundings," Maloney said. "If you
are attacked, let your property go and
contact police as soon as iris safe. Get
as much of a description of your
assailant as you can, especially any
distinguishing features."
Police are currently asking anyone

with inhumation or sightings ot i lie
suspect to contact them, either
through the dispatcher at 924-2222
s tip line Al 924
or the anony
STOP.
In other news, police report that a
room on the eighth floor (nurse West
Flail was burglarized Monday after
resident Kathleen Elliot stepped out
her room for a few moments around
6:45 a.m.
The victim left her door unlocked
when she left. She returned A short
time later to find her door standing
open and property missing.
Among the missing articles is a
compact disc player valued as $350.
Police currently have no suspects
in the investigation.
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Ordinance supports business owners, neglects teen-agers
you like hanging out with your friends
at the nearest street corner in front of the
local mom and pop grocer, think again.
San Jose City Council passed an ordinance
Tuesday that, after a 60-day grace period,
will levy fines up to $1,000 against citizens
found sitting or laying on sidewalks in a 66square-block area.
This the latest effort to "sweep" a socalled undesirable element under the carpet.

This undesirable clement targeted by the
ordinance includes the homeless, teen-age
runaways and panhandlers.
The council said they arc motivated by a
need to shape up downtown San Jose’s
image.
The ordinance is all right and has good
intentions, hut it misses the next step of
offering solutions and answers to the homeless and teen-age runaway problems.

Editorial

’Mere was no suggestion in this ordinance
to open new shelters to accommodate these
wandering loiterers.
Effective teen-age counseling programs
were not added to this ordinance and are
missing, and the number of teen-age runaways hanging around downtown only

People are addicted,
ruled by computers
people are obsessed with their personal computers
Society has gotten so addicted that it relies on them
like a crutch.
First, why do people feel they have to play games on a
computer? Take the game "Solitaire," for instance. Is it
such a chore to pick up a deck of cards and deal them
out? Apparently, it is.
I was appalled to watch a friend try to deal out a hand
of Solitaire with real cards, only after telling me he knew
how to play. I later found out that he only played it on
his computer.
This represents two things for me. First, it is pathetic.
Second, it marks a decline of social and interactive skills
between people.
Even though Solitaire is
played alone (unless you play
double -handed with another
person, which is a lot of fun),
playing cards is a great time to
talk with friends.
Many people choose to play
on their computer instead of
exercising (Sr doing a hobby.
This would explain why most
WRITER’S FORUM
of America is overweight.
By Ronda
Most people would rather
Hinder
sit in a chair and look at their
screen instead of do something
as easy as going for a walk. Of course, many use it as an
excuse, "I would go jogging but I really wanted to spend
this hour in that chat room I found last night."
As far as dating on the Internet, I suppose it could be
feasible. However, one must keep in mind that most people will lie about who and what they are since it is almost
impossible to find out the truth.
Al least if you went to a bar and found someone, you
could make some type of
Asa
judgment and decided if a
person is psycho. And even
if you can’t decide, at least
Most people
you’re out interacting with
people in person.
would rather
It makes me wonder
sit in a chair
how the generations before
its could live and work
and look at
without the help of a computer. Obviously, they
their screen
managed. They might not
instead of do have been as worldly or
when it comes
something as intelligent
to technology, but amazenough, many people
easy as going ingly
read books, magazines and
newspapers to broaden
for a walk.
their knowledge. They still
managed to get a pretty
._ . .
good kick out of life.
Ask yourself this: Do you feel you could enjoy a hill
and happy life without spending hours on the Internet or
playing games into the wee hours of the morning?
It is hoped the answer would be "yes" for many of
you, but I’m sure the majority would feel cheated and
would be going through withdrawals if they couldn’t surf
the Net or play a game every day.
I’m not saying that computers are bad. Of course they
make many tasks in a work or school environment a lot
quicker and convenient. I am saying, though, there
comes a point where people could utilize the countless
hours they spend goofing around, step outside, and face
the real world in person.

Seventh Street Garage deserves award
/hereby nominate the Seventh Street
parking garage as SJSU’s representative
at the annual anti -Christ conference.
Don’t get me wrong, there are many
worthy candidates the state of-the-art,
beige Macintosh Plus that fills the computer labs; the little, yellow garbage trucks
that speed around campus seeking someone to scare with an obnoxious honk; the
ergonomically incorrect plastic seats that
-bruise the egos of students during a two
hour-and -forty-five-minute night class.
With all these options (all of which I
have experienced during the famous
Spartan seven-year academic plan), I can
say, without a doubt, the Seventh Street garage takes the
cake like a bloated Weight Watchers flunky.
LC( mg take you through an average visit to the
garage.
First, you will get stuck in the purgatory of the garage
as you Wail for the woman driving the Mercedes in front
of you to dig under her leather seats for the $2 in change
that has slipped out of her 8300 silk pants.
The other scenario involves die guy who hasn’t quite
figured out how to use his Velcro Pearl Jam wallet, making it impossible for the ticket dispenser to accept his
crumpled, bottom -of-the-pocket bills. He’ll grab it on
both ends and scrape it across his door handle. He’ll try
it upside down. He’ll fold it down the center and feed it
gently to the machine. Then he’ll feel absolutely no
remorse about the cars sitting in the intersection as he
manipulates his life’s savings into the unforgiving mouth
of the ticket spewer.
Note to the change-machine attendants: I realize your
buss probably told you to wave at every entering driver,
but the garage is not Disneyland, and you are not Minnie
Mouse.
The two consecutive speed bumps welcome you into
the earthquake deathtrap. Do the words "Cypress structure" mean anything to you?

For some reason, speed bumps have
been found necessary only until the
employee parking ends, leaving the students and visitors on a concrete obstacleladen race track to the roof. (This doesn’t
mean I want more suspension -killing
bumps, but this is like stocking the
women’s bathroom with toilet paper and
not the men’s).
Who am I trying to kid anyway,
"race" will never be associated with this
structure. Nobody who parks here feels
the slightest need for speed.
This morning, I was caught behind a
guy who was sure he would find a spot by
driving I mph and staring down every aisle for four or
five seconds. Is Mr. Entirely-Too-Much -Time-On -HisHands too lazy to walk tip and down the stairs? Doesn’t
he know about the law requiring drivers to pull over
when five cars are stuck behind them? Obviously, my fellow Spartans, he does not.
From now on, drive as fast as you can to the roof and
find a spot and walk your lazy body down the five flights
of stairs. If those stairs are too imposing to climb later in
the day, call a cab to drive you to the top, just get out of
the way of those ins hurry logo to class.
Possibly the worse infraction on the annoyance meter
is the manner of exit from the garage. When the architects of this thing sat around at the draisftL
s inigbimni
Ait
and
who
designed the exit ramp, who were the
decided to make it circumvent the entire building?
Maybe the designers were trying to win due award for
most blind spots in a piece of architecture and the scenic
loops were the only way to accomplish their lofty goal.
So, congratulations to our now renowned garage.
While the designers are accepting their accolades. I will
be driving to the roof as fast as I can so when the big one
hits, at least my truck will survive the collapse.
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Dustin Shekell it the Spartan Daily Sports Editor.
Larry Lee’s column will return next Wednetday.

Reader strongly urges
writer to find ethnicity
,kc I laith.irsii. it s

a

you have been
taught to believe your
"whiteness" has left you with a
lack of ethnicity ("Ethnic diversity, women lacking in the newsroom"). I suggest a trip to the dictionary to learn what the word
ethnicity means and a trip
through your family tree. Drop
thc labels, and learn who you are.
My compliments to Terri K.
Milner on her piece ("A child
teaches value of birthdays. rekindles memories of youth"). It WAS
very well -written.
Timothy A. Wright
Spanish

High school education
is steadly declining
sw,c

Baseball season has started, and the once proud
American pastime is doing its best to overcome
the backlash of fan resentment caused by a series
of scandals and the recent strike by players whose average salary is more than a million dollars a year.
Scandals in baseball are as commonplace as a wad of
tobacco in a ballplayer’s cheek. Sports pages read more
like a police log. Players such as Albert Belle of the
Chicago White Sox have tarnished baseball’s image.
When fans had to deal with the prolonged strike that
rook away the World Series in 1994, baseball was left
lagging behind basketball and football in popularity.
The powers that be in baseball are doing their best to
correct this situation. They
have revised an antiquated
playoff system that only sent
four of 28 teams to the playoffs. A format in which only 14
percent of the teams reach the
playoffs wasn’t exactly fanfriendly.
In the other three major
sports leagues the National
Football League, the National
WRITER’S FORUM
Basketball Association and the
By Dennis
National Hockey League
Knight
the playoff system allows more
teams into the mix.
In the NBA, 16 of 29 teams in the league reach the
playoffs. The NHL sends 16 of 28 teams into the post
season, and the NFL allows 12 of its 30 teams into the
championship tournament.
So Major League Baseball was just catching up with
its competition when it realigned the divisions and
revised the playoff format for the 1995 season.
Baseball purists decried the change and said it would
ruin the grand old game. Not many of these fans were
complaining when it came to the end of the season and
their teams were still involved in the playoff hunt.
The new playoff format makes baseball more exciting
for the fans. Excitement is what the game needs, especially in this day and age when four-hour games arc
commonplace. The long games are caused by a lack of
quality pitching at the Major League level. As the Major
Leagues expand to new cities and more teams, the pool
of pitching talent seems to dwindle.
Another baseball tradition will fall this year on June
12 when interleague play begins with the Giants visiting
the Texas Rangers in Arlington. Some say this will ruin
the great history of the game, but 1 disagree. Interleague
play will provide exciting, new, individual matchups as
well as fresh geographical rivalries that should attract
more fans.
Basketball, football and hockey all have limited interleague play. It seems unfair to the fans of a certain city
to be denied the opportunity to watch a big star play. In
the Bay Area, fans are spoiled in this respect because we
have representative from both leagues, so fans can
choose whom they want to see play.
It will be interesting to see the A’s play in the high
mountain air of the Rockie’s Coors field with Canseco,
McGwire, Berroa and Giambi going head-to-head with
the Rockies’ formidable lineup of sluggers. That twogame series is scheduled for Aug. 30-31.
One player who probably won’t be looking forward
to interleague play is the new San Francisco Giant first
baseman J.T. Snow, who was hit in the face during
spring training by Seattle’s imposing 6-foot -10 southpaw Randy Johnson. Snow made an amazingly quick
recovery and is back in the Giants’ lineup. He could
meet up with Johnson again in June.
Dennis Knight it a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

high school teacher. I did not
know which subject to teach until
I wok the Campbell Interest and
goal tor many people. However, Skills Survey test at SJSU. I went
I’m worried people don’t think to a counseling appointment to
this is a worthy goal because of discuss the results. The counselor
the decline in education at the advised that my test showed areas
that predicted where I should
high school level.
My father noticed in the choose an occupation. These
Mercury News a few shocking areas were administration, guidstatistics regarding students tak- ance counseling and teaching.
Administrators are in demand.
ing college entrance exams. One
was that "Forty-one percent of Guidance counseling is relatively
the graduating class of 1995 could stable. However, I believe teachnot pass the English Placement ing to be in the highest demand.
Test." That is more than four out My father advised that "the teaching workforce will decrease by
of 10 students in the class!
In high school, it was a half of its current numbers within
requirement to pass four years of the next live years."
I suggest working with stucollege preparatory English classdents, administrators and teachers
es. Why the high failure rate?
Another statistic said, "Sixty to formulate ways we might compercent of that same graduating bat this problem. We need to
class could not pass the Entry. make education a priority again.
level Mathematics exam." The Only by unified action can we
result is remedial classes at SJSU. share the benefits and keep educaThis indicates decline in prepara- tors happy as well as employers.
Otherwise, we are going to see
tion at the high school level.
I hope people will come away these students working at the
with A feeling of urgency to fix the most undesirable, least -paying
problems with the decline of edu- jobs.
cation at the high school level. I
Travis Casper
certainly did.
Political Science
I really wanted to become a
Letters to Stun Editor

diamc

Evc,

Jose cannot expect these citizens to simply go
away.
Thc ordinance gets off to a good start and
addresses the concerns of downtown businen owners and residents.
However, it just needs to take the next
step up on the ladder.
If we are to live up to our name of "San
Jose: big city heart, small town soul," the
ordinance needs to get a bigger heart.

Baseball: surviving
scandal backlash
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San

shows this weakness all too clearly.
San Jose may not only be dealing with
absent landlords but absent parents.
We need programs that address the issue
of why these kids are not at home.
Where arc the parents of the kids hanging
out at the corner of San Carlos and South
Third streets?
Until we get answers and solutions to the
issues of homelessness and vagrancy, San
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Ronda Sluder is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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started high

school in 1989,1 knew getting an education would be
An important achievement.
An education would provide
mc with the knowledge and skills
I [wed to get a good -paying job so
t fl support a family. This is a
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Carl Sagan fans, be aware
The Faculty Book talk will hold a discussion on
Carl Sagan’s book -The 1)emon-I1aunted World" at
12:30 p.m. Professor Holmes will lead the discussion
at the Faculty Office Building, Room 104. For more
information, please call David McNeil at 924-5545.
Pre-Optometry Club holds
meeting
I he Pre -Optometry Club will hold a general
meeting today at 5:30 p.m. at Duncan Hall, Room
249. For those who are interested, please call Yen at
814-3322.
Greek Week continues
Greek Week continues today at the Municipal
Stadium in which the SJSU baseball team will take
on UC Davis. There will be an All -Greek Tailgate
party before the game at 4 p.m. The baseball game
will follow afterward at 5 p.m. For those who wish to
support the Spartans and need more information, call
Shari at 866-1149.
Pray with the Ministry
I he Catholic Campus Ministry is holding a nlaSS
today from 12:05 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the John
XXIII Center located across from the SJSU Theatre.
or more information, call Ginny at 938-1610.
School of Art and Design holds
exhibition
lie School of Art and Design will be holding an
art exhibit from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Art Building
Room 133. For those who wish to attend, please call
Sarah Puckitt at 924-4330.
Summer Bridge Program
application deadlines
I he Summer Bridge Program IS accepting applications for Residential advisor, math instructor, math
facilitator and English tutor for July through August.
The deadline for Residential advisor and math
instructors and facilitators is April 18. The deadline
for English tutors is today. Applications can be
turned in at Wahlquist Central, Room 202. For
those interested, please call the Student Development
Services at 924-2575.

by donating canned food AS well as clothing (especially disposable diapers) to the Sacred Heart
Community Service today through Friday. Donation
bins are located in the library. the Student Union and
in MacQuarrie Hall. For more information, call
Restivo at 305-2317.

Study with Caret
The Presidential Student Interns are offering a
study break with President Caret on April 15, from 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. Call 924-1106 to place your name on
the RSVP list
Child Development Club
meeting
I he Child Development Club will be holding a
meeting today at 3:30 p.m. and Thursday at 4:30
p.m. at the Central Classroom Building, Room 118.
For more information, call Dawn Holt at 924-3728.
ROTC scholarship meeting
he Alf Force ROTC will be holding a scholarship and career information meeting today from 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. at the Costanoan Room in the
Student Union, Call Capt. Kathy Gorton at 9242965 for more information.
Support for eating disorder
sufferers
lhe I lealth Education Center and the Student
Health Center will be holding a support group meeting for those suffering from an eating disorder this
from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. For those interested in attending, the meeting will be held at the Health Building,
Room 208. Please call Nancy Black for more information at 924-6118.
18th Annual University
Research Forum today
Die University Graduate Studies and Research
Committee will be hosting their 18th Annual
University Research Forum from noon to 2 p.m. For
those who would like to attend, please meet at the
Umunhum Room in the Student Union. Please call
Jun Carmo at 924-1440. A reception will be held in
conjunction with a poster session.

attending, please meet in the Montalvo Room AI the
Student Union.

this from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Pacheco Room at
the Student Union. For those who arc interested in
attending. call I en tie at 924-5950

Free plane ride
1 he San Jose lies stun Flight 1 C2171 IS raising
money to compete at the National Intercollegiate
Flying Association (NIFA) competition in
Battlecreck, MI. For those who would like to support the team and win a free plane ride in a WWII
aircraft, an acrobatic ride or a tour of the Bay, you
can purchase a raffle ticket for only $2. For those
who are less adventurous, but still want to support
the team. show your support. The team is also selling official flight team ’T-shins for $15 each. Please
call Michael Ullmann at (408) 983-0482 for more
raffle ticket and T-shirt information.

Career Center holds practice
interviews
I he Career Center will be holding practice interviews today from 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. For those who
are interested in signing up, please do so At the
Business ( :lassrooms, Room 13.
Ongoing book sale
’The I.ibrary Donations and Sales Unit will be
having an ongoing book sale today from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Wahlquist Library North, Room 408 and at
Clark Library lobby. For more information, please
call the Acquisition Department at 924-2705.

New director’s showcase
1 here will be a University I heatrc’s New
Director’s showcase running
10, 11 and 12
at 7 p.m. "The April 11 showing will start at 1 p.m.
The general admission fee will he $5, hut there is a
student and senior discount of $3. For those interested in attending, the showcase will be held at Hall
Todd Studio ’Theatre. For more information, please
call the University Theatre Box Office at 924-4555.

Asian discussion group meeting
l’he SJSU Counseling Service will be hosting an
Asian discussion group every Wednesday from 3
p.m. to 4 p.m. For those who are interested in participating in the discourse, please meet at the
Administration Building, Room 201. Call Jovina or
Darcy at 924-5910.
Prepare for graduation
The Black Graduation Committee for 1997 will
be holding a general meeting at 7 p.m. at the
Business Classrooms, Room 101. For more information, please call 924-7915.

Election meeting
1.1,.,,,mi, fin on.. Indian

Student Association will
be held at 12:15 p.m. at the Student Union Almaden
Room. Contact Rakesh at 599-0282.

New art exhibits to be displayed
New exhibits will Ire shown in galleries and cases
in the first floor of the Art Building, Room 13 today
through Friday until II p.m. For those who would
like to attend, please call Sue Orr at 978-3557.

Meeting for engineers and
scientists
’Fhe Society of Latino Engineers and Scientists
will meet from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Engineering
auditorium. Call (415) 780-0508 for more information.

Body fat testing
lie I >cpariment of Nutrition and Food Science
will be holding a "2-1.or-1" percent body fat testing
today front 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the Central
Classroom Building, Room 103. Please call Kini
Roth at 924 t 110 for more information.

Give occupational therapy a by
’The Student Occupational Therapy Association
will be emphasizing "National Occupational
Therapy Month" for the month of April. The event
will be held on campus. For more information, call
924-2118.

Re-Entry Advisory Program
holds evening advising
The Re-Entry Advisory Program (REAP) will
hold evening advising from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. at
the Student Resource Center in Wahlquist Library
North, Room 135. For more information, please call
Jane at 924-5950.

Gases and their effects on the
visibility of Mexico City
A discussion on the effects of gases and on visibility in Mexico City is being hosted by the SJSU
Department of Meteorology. Dr. Gracicla Raga of
"Centro de Ciencias de la Atmosfera UNAN,
Mexico," will he speaking today in Duncan Hall,
Room 615 at 1:30 p.m. For more information, call
the Department of Meteorology at 924-5200.

Help the Greeks
The Greek System is looking for volunteers to
help the members of SISU sororities and fraternities

Brown bag it
1 he Re - Entry Advisory Program will also Ire holding a "brown hag" lunch and discuss test -taking skills

French Club holds meeting
Fr
lc 1 iansais will tic holding a meeting
today at 3:30 p.m. For those who are interested in

Free dinner and lively
discussion
I lie I-pisk,,pal Canterbury Community hosts a
discussion, "flow can we call ourselves Christian and
still honor other religions?" Join the group for a free
dinner at the Student Union Costanoan Room from
5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. Everyone is welcome.
Compiled by Melanie Balangue
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Alum receives Tower award Gilroy places
Businessman honored for fundraising efforts
By Sean Coffey
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer
Businessman, philanthropist and
SJSU alumnus Phillip Boyce will
receive the 1997 Tower Award on
Friday.
The Tower Award is given each
year to an individual who has made a
significant contribution to the university community through his or her
work. According to Julie Stone. SJSU
regional program coordinator, Boyce
has contributed to SJSU through his
involvement with the President’s
Advisory Board and as campaign
chair of SJSU’s Heritage Gateway
Campaign, a project which involves
the construction of eight gateways

arid several fountains and benches on
campus. Stone said Boyce was
involved with the leadership phase of
the campaign which raised pledges
front alumni and community members of more than $850,000 of the
81.5 million needed to fund the gateway project.
According to Stone, Boyce and his
wife Susan, who also is an SJSU alumna, made a leadership gift to underwrite the fountain adjacent to the
Music Building near the Seventh
Street Plaza.
Ervic Smith, executive director of
thc Valley loundation, said Boyce
lives a very active lifestyle. Boyce has
been a 13 -year member of the board

an the non-profit Valley loundation,
which aims to improve the quality of
life in Santa Clara county, Stone said.
"He is in constant motion," Smith
said, "and thrives on having a lot of
things going on at once."
However, Boyce still finds time to
help others, according to Smith.
"He enjoys being a mentor to others," Smith said. "He enjoys helping
others achieve their goals."
Boyce played water polo at SJSU
before graduating with a business
degree in 1966. According to Stone,
he then embarked on a long and successful banking career, lie established
the Pacific Western Bank and ran it
for 18 years. According to Stone, it

was one of the fastest -growing banks
in the "ninny, with assets totaling
82.5 billion prior to merging with
Comern a Bank ’ahlornia.
Boyce is mently chair of the
board ii SAM( ii ill Capital, a venture
capital lurid that will provide spec al
services I or startup companies in
Menlo Park.
Boyce will receive the Tower
Award on Friday At a dinner and
reception beginning at (, p.m. in the
Student Union Barrett Ballroom.
Tickets are $125 per person.
For lllll re information about the
dinner, contact the Office of
University Advancement at 9241472.

cop in school
( 11 ROY, ( :alit. (Al’)
Ilic
inn i ("until has approved a plan
that would assign a police offuer
to patrol school campuses,
including Gilroy I ligh where a
%Indent was NIA1/1,Cl1 In death in
1995.
The plan approved Monday

totio$11

Allende hands out scholarships
Six SJSU students receive awards from author
By Tiffany Sanchez
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The well-known Chilean author,
Isabelle Allende, who has written
such lauded novels and screenplays
is "AVA Luna" and "The House of
the Spirits," honored six San Jose
State University female students
with a scholarship named after her
deceased daughter in San Francisco
last week.
Allende established the Paula
Allende scholarship in 1995, in memory of her daughter who died, in 1992
porphyria, a metabolic disorder.
Martha Ortiz, Misla Baru), Blanca
F.zquerro, Marta Dorman. and Irene
Van der law were awarded scholarships worth $750 each to continue
studying Spanish.
received
( larcia
Elizabeth
$ 1 ,500.
Roland Hamilton, who heads
SJSU’s foreign language department.
and Celia Correas-Zapata. who is a
loug time friend of Allende’s, helped
set up the scholarship. CorreasZapata is the coordinator of the l’aula
Allende Scholarship.
The scholarship rewards academic
excellence in Spanish and volunteer
work done in SJSU’s foreign language
department outside of classes.
"The students that were chosen
are generally good at all subjects, but
for this particular scholarship,"
Hamilton said. "We are rewarding
them for their technical excellence in

Spanish."
’To qualify, students who major in
Spanish must have a 3.0 (;PA or better. Hamilton said.
Hamilton gave examples of the
students who went the extra mile.
"For example. Marta and Irene did
a lot of work in promoting the foreign
language program even before they
knew about the scholarship, so that
only emphasizes how dedicated they
are to Spanish," he said.
liamilton worked on the selection
committee with two graduate students as well AS with (Iorreas-Zapata.
Over a dozen applicants applied
for this year’s scholarship, but six students were granted the scholarship

money.
"Correas-lapata and I had most of
these students in our classes, so we
knew that they not only performed
well in class, but also that they were
very proficient in Spanish, so choosing them seemed very natural,"
Hamilton said.
Marta
recipient
Scholarship
Dorman said that winning the scholarship will help her complete her triaster’s degree in Spanish.
"This was definitely one of the
greatest moments for me, especially
since I’ve helped out at the last two
speaking engagements that Isabelle
Allende has done at SJSU to raise
money for this particular scholarship,

ssstuilel regime the Gilroy Unified
St hool 1)isiiict to pay the officer’s
salary.
Since the stabbing, the city has
taken extensive security measures,
inc hiding a live-foot fence around
the high school and the purchase
of two metal detectors.
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Disney says SJSU
Greek parodies OK
By Kim Skolnick
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

PHOTO BY MAX BICKERER
Spartan Daily
Olivia Mora, portraying "Mona", digs her nails into "Denny’s" hair, portrayed by Ian Johnson, as she
reminisces about her student days as a hand model. The play, titled "Finger Food" and directed by
Arceli Bell, is a comedy about the underlying passions of the fashion industry. "Finger Food" and
two other one-act plays "Actor’s Nightmare" and "Fun" will be performed at the Hal Todd Studio.
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Don’t mess with the mouse or, in
this case, the Little Mermaid.
Delta Gamma sorority may have
come close to stepping on Mickey’s
famous toes when it advertised a skit
being performed as part of Derby Days
’97 in March.
The sorority joined forces with
Sigma Chi fraternity to present a sendup of the Disney film "The Little
Mermaid." Publicizing the production
was a full -page ad in the "Derby
Daily," a newspaper-like collection of
ads and good luck wishes from the various Greek organizations that participated in the event. The ad featured
Disney’s Little Mermaid sporting a tattoo and combing her hair with a fork
while Prince Eric (her animated love
interest), complete with Sigma Chi
insignia, looked on.
The picture was captioned with
"We’re Back! And this time we’ve got
more than a Fro and a nice set of Tits.
We got The Gimp!"
David Grey, an SAL/ media law
professor, said, "This is people doing
just what they shouldn’t do. It’s not the
worst thing in the world, but it’s clearly in violation of.., copyright law."
The owner of a copyrighted artistic,
literary or musical work has almost
complete legal control over how that
work is used. The copyrighted work
may not be displayed or distributed
publicly, reproduced or adapted without the owner’s permission.
The "fair use doctrine" is the principle exception to copyright law. It
gives people other than the owner of
copyrighted material the limited right
to use the work without permission.
Factors taken into account when
determining fair use include how completely a work copies copyrighted
material and whether the use adversely
affects the owner financially. Using
another’s copyrighted material for
commercial purposes is not fair use.

Disney’s efforts to protect its
A Disney spokesman said both the
ad and skit appear to fall within the licensed characters are legend. In 1988,
realm of parody, an arca protected by Disney sued the Motion Picture
federal law. Parody are works that Academy of Arts and Sciences when its
mimic and make fun of other’s work Oscar telecast featured a short-skirted
Snow White singing and
and are not only enterway
her
dancing
tainment but forms of
through the opening
social commentary.
people
is
"This
number. The Academy
After looking at the
later apologized and
ad, Grey disagreed.
doing just
Disney dropped the suit.
"Parody is generalDisney asked three
ly protected," he said. what they
Florida day-care centers to
"This isn’t parody."
do.
shouldn’t
unauthorized
remove
Gamma
Delta
murals of Disney characJennifer It’s not the
president
ten from its walls in 1989.
Anderson said she had
The schools complied.
no comment regard- worst thing in
In 1993, 2 Florida
ing the issue.
resident came under
According to Grey, the world, but
scrutiny when 2 local
this is not the only it’s clearly in
newspaper reported he
incident where stuhad 53 tattoos of Disney
dents have used copy- violation of ...
characters on his body.
righted material for
"We’re not indiffertheir own purposes. copyright law."
ent to the use or misuse
The SJSU Ad Club
of Disney characters,"
features a dancing
said Chuck Champlin,
David Grey,
Calvin and Hobbes on
its fliers.
media law professor director of communicafor
Disney
tions
"I’m sure it’s copyConsumer Products.
right infringement,"
"The Little Naughty Mermaid" was
said Michael Racldey, the club’s vice
president. "It’s not like we’re selling presented by Delta Gamma as part of
Derby Days, a week-long charity fundanything."
Rackley, who designed the ad club raiser sponsored by Sigma Chi fraternifliers using a clip art program, said he ty. The theme of this year’s event was
doesn’t think it’s that serious because "Derbyland."
According to Jeremy Lipps, vice
the club technically doesn’t publish the
president of Sigma Chi, sororities
work.
"(Copyright violation) shows a lack chose different Disney films to use as
of business etiquette, business courtesy their personal themes and presented
and ignorance," Grey said.
skits based on those films.
Copyright isn’t violated every time
He said students need to become
more educated about what they can a work is copied. According to Grey,
and cannot borrow or copy. While copying things for personal use, for a
copyright violations seem trivial at the person’s own consumption, is OK. For
campus level, at the multi-national example, making a personal copy of a
business level Disney operates, things compact disc to listen to in a tape player is allowable under copyright law.
area different story, he said.
"People who care about their work
"This is the kind of thing Disney
keeps track of," Grey said. "The fact would balk at it," Grey said. "Disney,
that this is a small operation, that it if they knew about it would say,
’Knock it off ’"
won’t hurt Disney, doesn’t justify it."

Senate to honor students
By Laura Vanni
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

summer
session
( )pen registration, no application necessary, easy transfer of most units

Pre-Med/I )(Anal Students: one year of 0 -Chem or Physics in 9 weeks

San Jose State University students
will be able to receive an award for
participating in campus government,
after the Academic Senate debated
and approved the policy at Monday’s
fleeting.
’Fhe University Governance
Awards Policy is designed to recognize students who have contributed
to SJSU through volunteer efforts.
According to policy regulations,
students who serve as members of the
student government, student senators
and students serving on university of
ACMICITIll senate boards sir ((MIMIt
tees, shall automatisally be granted
the award if they Attend AI least 80
proem of the meetings of the committee or board to which they were
elected.
"This award is to give honor to
students who give time in university
government," said academic senator
Shirley Reekie. "It will encourage students to participate in campus government."
The university will recognize eligible students by presenting them with
a certificate at the last senate meeting
of the year, a notation of the
"University Governance Award" will

be put on their transcripts and stu- Senator Jonathan Roth.
Some senators held the argument
dents who receive the award are eligible to apply for the Baron Scholarship that the award had no premise, allowEndowment, which was established ing people in student government to
to recognized students for their ser- receive recognition they may not
deserve.
vice to the university.
"Awards with no
The policy was
criteria are not good
by
the
debated
awards," Shiffiett said.
Academic Senate for
"It seems like She said the awards
20 minutes.
should not be given to
Bethany
Sen.
just anyone who
Shifilett said the award pulling teeth
shows up to a certain
was too narrow and to give
number of meetings.
should include t he
After
arguing
entire university.
someone an
about the topic for a
According
to
lengthy period of
Reekie, the Senate is award. This is
time, the members of
looking into other sersomething
the Senate voted in
vice areas that would
favor of the policy.
include other student positive."
"Students work
volunteer organiza
hard on government
tions on campus.
and
"Students in gov
Jonathan Roth, committees
should be recogernment do not get
academic
senator
nized," Roth said. He
enough recognition,"
said all arguments
said Jerry Simmons,
against the policy are
president of Associated
petty.
Students. "This is an
"It scrms like pulling teeth to give
attempt to get these people to get
someone An award. This is something
sonic sort of recognition."
The award is not meant to honor positive," said Academic Senator
good government but 10 Hist recog- Jason Barba.
nize campus government, said

Affordable tuition- just $140 per quarter unit (most classes are 4-5 units)
Small intcia, live lasses in over 20 disciplines
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Study abroad openings available for Mexico and Italy programs

The Jesuit University in the Silicon Valley
3-, 5-, or 10 -week sessions
beginning June 19
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SESIORS a*
THE ENTERPRISE TEAM has opportunities for youi! We are looking for graduating
seniors who are sales oriented and self motivated
and want a career in Management. Ideal candidates
will have work experience in sales, customer service,
fast-paced retail, participated in team sports, or held
leadership roles in student clubs. If your interested in
a career with an industry leader that will provide
tremendous opportunities.

SIGN UP AT THE
CAREER CENTER TODAY!

Santa Clara University

A Representative from the Bay Area
will be conducting on -campus interviews on:

APRIL 16, 1997
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Group
opposes
S.F. park
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
group called Multimillionaires for
Corporate Welfare is legally an opponent of the proposed San Francisco
49ers stadium, not a backer, a judge
has ruled.
Monday’s decision by Superior
Court Judge William Cahill means
the political committee’s argument
over Proposition D in the voter information pamphlet for the June 3 election will be moved from the suprort
to the opposition column.Registrar
of Voters Germaine Wong contended the "endorsement" was intentionally misleading.
Multimillionaires for Corporate
Welfare is the work of attorney
Daniel J. Larkosh and comedy writer
John Mink. The ballot argument
they wrote satirizes 49ers owner
Eddie DeBartolo Jr.
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Stan still Spartans’ man
Spartan coach
given one-year
extention
By Mike Traphagen
Spartan Daily Senior Staff Writer

Stan Morrison was given a one-year
contract extension by the athletics department Tuesday, allowing him to return for
his ninth season as head coach of the SJSU
men’s basketball team.
"I’m just like Tommy Lasorda, the
Dodgers’ old coach (the department’s)
extending me one year at a time,’

Morrison said. "Most importantly, this
allows us to push ahead in our planning.
We’re going to stress our off-season conditioning because this next year’s team
will be built around the returning playForwards Marmct Williams and Rich
Taylor are the only returning starters from
last season. Both will return as seniors next
year. Guards Rick Hite and LaRon
Campbell-Hall, who saw limited time
throughout the season, will also use up
their eligibility after the 1997-98 season.
Since Morrison has been reassured of
his return for next season, he said he will
continue to actively pursue new recruits.
The Spartans will have vacancies to fill
after the graduation of seniors Tito
Addison and Brad Quinet, and Olivier
Saint-Jean’s decision to enter the NBA.

Saint-Jean, who led the Western
Athletic Conference in scoring last season,
declared himself available for the NBA
draft on March 11. Morrison said
although it is very doubtful, Saint-Jean
may still choose to rejoin the team if his
attempt to move on does not go As
planned.
"Our No. 1 rccruting priority is still
Olivier Saint-Jean," Morrison said.
"There is just a slim chance he’ll come
back, but that’s still a chance. I think we’ll
have a better team next year and if he
returns, we’ll be that much better."
Morrison added that he’d like to recurit someone to fill up the middle, but he
won’t take just any 7-footer. He said he
would rather go with a three or four gu---1
line-up than have big guys that are not as
Athletic.

"We are going to be looking to recruit
big Fuys, but we won’t be seduced by
size,’ Morrison said. "We’ll be looking for
quality players. If that means we’ll have to
play smaller, we will. We’ve located a couple of guys who are 6-foot-6 and 6-foot-7,
and we’ve made Bight arrangements to go
on a recruting trip."
The Spartans finished the 1996-97 season with a 13-14 record overall and a 5-12
mark in their inaugural sseason in the
WAC.
Last season’s record pushed Morrison’s
record at SJSU to 69-149 in his eight
years.
His record in 22 years of coaching at
the major university level stands at 272332.

FILE PHOTO Spartan Daily
Stan Morrison talks to Olivier Saint Jean, left, and Tito
Addison during a time out last season.

SJSU first baseman
leads team to first
By Laura Vanni
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

PHOTO BY BRANDON GARCIA Spartan Daily
SJSU baseball player Robert Berns leads the learn with a 411 batting average

Spartans still winless
Water polo team
fails to claim
first-ever victory
By James Gunsalus
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

After fronting a strong defense
against No. 3 Cal in the first half,
San Jose State University’s women’s
water polo team fell victim to Cal’s
speed and defense in a 10-I loss
’Tuesday.
Keeping up with Cal’s offensive
onslaught through the first quarter,
the Spartans were able to defend
their goal until Cal’s Beth Sprinkle,
on a breakaway from almost halfpool, put the first one in the net on
the first shot Cal Was able to take.
Out passed and showing signs of
fatigue
from keeping
the SPARTANS
1
Bears at
bay, the BEARS
10
Spartans
were down
by three goals with I:57 left in the
second quarter, when junior Jessyca
Nabozny scored San lose State’s
only goal of the game after a throw
in from the right corner.
Running the Spartans into the
ground and never turning back, Cal
put goalie Cathy Hcrnandcz to
work. I lernander Was able to block
only seven of the 17 shots attempted by Cal.
"One of our biggest problems is
turnovers," Coach LOU Tully said,
"Physically we’re not a slow team,
it’s just the teams we are playing
anticipate quicker and know where
the ball is going to be. This is the
reason turnovers are such a problem. The ball gets turned over and
three seconds later they realize the
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improving himself. Fie attributes hitting the weight room and hours of
daily batting practice for his constantly high batting average.
"During the summer I spent hours
hitting and throughout the fall I
worked a lot on my defense. My
deft-nse could still improve, brit it’s
not the strength of’ my game," Berns
said. "I do most of my batting work
during my practice. I AM more into
quality swings than quantity swings."
"Robert has had a tremendous season," l’iraro said. "lie has taken big
strides from his junior year to his
senior year
Piraro said that Berns has exhibited an All-American season when it
conies to his rim production, his leadership skills and his defensive skills.
Yet, Berns believes he must thank his
teammates for some of his success.
"I owe A lot to the guys in the lineup. There is A lot of potential and I
owe it to the guys AIWA and behind
me," Berns said.
Berns still realizes he is a great
asset to the team and feels because of
Isis travels and experience, lie brings
leadership to .1 fresh and eager team.
"lie’s a quality team leader who
leads by example," said SJSU third
baseman. Ryan Johnson. "Ile is an
intense player who comes tip for US in
the clutch, lie’s a lot of talk, but
backs it up."
"I think my strength is my versatility. You could put me anywhere
and I can do a good job," hems said.
"Ile is an outstanding contributor
to our program," Piraro said. "lie has
the respect of his teammates, of his
coaching stall and possibly even the
respeu ush his opposition."

Tyson-Holyfield fight delayed

PHOTO By DREW NIELSEN Spartan Daily

Cathy Hernandez, SJSU water polo goal keeper, attempts to block a shot
on goal during the team’s match against No. 3 Cal Tuesday. The Spartans
continued their losing streak, dropping the match 10-1.
ball is no longer in our possession.
l.hal’s three seconds too late."
Nabozny said she sees a problem
with the team in the fact that most
of the water polo players are members of the SWIM leAM.
"As swimmers, we arc all really
strong but we are used to competing
as individuals against the clock, not
as a team competing against another," she said.
In response to what has not keen

Student Union. Inc

Bowl 1 Game, Get 1 Free.

Bowling
Center

Bowl 1 game at the regular price, bowl
a second game at no charge. anytime
Lanes are available during regular
business hours. Not valid with any
other promotions or specials.

Coupon offer enures 5/22/97

At 22 years old Robert Berns
could already be considered a journeyman on and off the field.
The 6-foot -1, 200-pound first
baseman, has done his time in the
ranks of college and Slimmer leagues.
lie knows what it is like to travel in
buses on hot summer days, arriving to
play night games in tiny midwestern
t owns.
Berns played in the Jayhawk
League, for college players 18-19
years old. Throughout his Summers
iii Iowa, he gained insight and experience in the game of baseball, in a
ntinor league Atmosphere.
"The Jayhawk League was very
beneficial tome, it helps you to grow.
I’ve been throughout the U.S. and I
know what it is like to maintain yourself when you go away." Berns said.
"The experiences with the other players from all over the United States
and the Dominican Republic, gave
me a feel for the other guy."
,,ince transferring to SJSU from
C.II Slate University, Los Angeles for
the 1996 season, Berns has become a
leader and a driving force behind the
Spartans’ successful 1997 season.
Called a "I
g machine" by
some fans. Berns leads the Spartan
regulars with a .411 batting average,
with 67 hits, bringing in 45 runs,
while starting all of SJSU’s 40 games.
1 us batting average ranks sixth in the
Western Athletic Conference entering tonight’s home game against U.C.
Davis.
Berns has been surrounded by
baseball all his life. Ills father played
baseball in his native Detroit and con-

firmed playing when he enlisted in
the military. His mother played soli ball and it was at her games that Berns
discovered baseball.
He continued to play throughout
his childhood and his adolescence. In
high school he was an all-league, allselection in
county and
baseball.
In 1993, Berns played for CSLA,
dividing his time playing left field,
first base and pitching.
"He played very well here. We
probably should have worked harder
to keep him," said CSLA head baseball coach, John Herbold. "lie is a
tough young man, with a lot of power
and a strong personality, I wish we
had him."
Berns played for two seasons at
CSLA and sat out the 1995 season
due to personal problems.
"My father died in March of ’95
and in February ’95, I ended tip separating my shoulder," Berns said.
"When I was at CSLA, I didn’t
like it. It wasn’t my style of play."
Berns admits that before he transferred, baseball was not Isis first priority.
After sending a letter to head
coach Sam Pirate., Berns came to play
at SJSU.
He gave up pitching after his
injury on the advice of Piraro and
began to focus on swinging the hat
and improving his defense at first
base.
"For the first time in my life, I’ve
had to focus on one position and with
that alone," Berns said.
To perfect his play at defense and
at the plate, Berns sticks to consistent
practice and continued work on

a most successful season so far,
Tully feels there is A lesson to be
learned for his fledgling [CAM.
"We could be out here playing
teams like Santa Clara every game
and be more evenly matched and
not progress. but that’s not going to
happen \X’e may go thumped pret ty hard playing the teams we have,
but they are the real deal and we are
going to have to deal with it," Tully
said.

IAS
rAS (AI’) -- Mike Tyson
postponed his rematch with Evander
1 lolyfield until June 28 after reopening .1 cut over his left eye that he first
injured us sparring last month.
It was the second time Tyson had
postponed a fight against Ifolyfield,
and the third time since Tyson was
released from prison that he has had
to postpone a fight because of illness
or injury.
The fight had been scheduled for
May 3 Al the MGM Grand Garden
Arena, but promoter Don King postponed it on the recommendation of
the plastic surgeon who treated
Tyson’s ctn.
"What can I do? These things happen," said Tyson, a mark clearly visible on the left corner of his eye.
"It will set me back in a way as far

AS my mindset goes,- he Said Al .1
hastily called news conference
Tuesday evening. "On the other
hand, it’s a blessing in disguise
because it gives me time to clean up
some other aspects in my life that
have been going on."
Tyson declined to be specific, saying it was "nothing that needs to be
aired in public at this time."
He denied MMOIS circulating out

of IIIS IrAillIllg (amp dim lie hadn’t
been preparing properly for the light.
"I don’t know where you received
that information from. I’m in great
shape, perhaps the best ever," he said.
"I’m prepared to light at this
moment," Tyson said, flanked by
King, plastic surgeon Barry Markman
and other members of his entourage.
"I’m just following the IllsITIlt TIMIS Of
the do,
raw
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rnerican Judaism there are
basically three religious groupings:
the Orthodox, the Conservative and
the Reform. It would be inaccurate to
designate them as sects or
denominations because that would
imply that sharp differences exist.
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tennis
treat
Woo Koo returns the serve of
opponent Giant Kang during a
match at the Student Union on
Tuesday afternoon.
PHOTO BY AMC CRABS
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Ordinance
Continued from page 1
"rhtialic,
" I his is an onlinainc that essentially r torittlalties sitting within a 66Iclici k arta he said achling that the
liii
IS .1 misdemeanor and could
ptssihly c log an already overburdened
court 1111111
I le WI -111 WI If f SA 111.11 the amend 111E111 .0 55111111 violates the First
Amendment lie, Anse it would bar
s.,ntcicrcc iii ciii sluing 101 the sidewalk
and iegisi, ii hg Voters.
" I II, business owners should have
their sae end WC 51111l141 be concerned
akin! Ili/
health of the city,"
lie said Bill sse it
not mistake
exagg,etation im tact
Nets(’ said. that as worded, the
ordinance would not liati
tering hut rather mewls’ sitting down
"We 011111 III I cddlicsi III IlIrSr dist 10,1010 WIIII
.1f If 0110 I." Ill- S.1111.
.111
11.11111110f .11,0111 .1 civil
1. ..’ 1 041.0140 iIicwrhIi,ntI 11111 that

does not tttealt jailing people who sit
down if they have no other place to
sit."
lie added that if the merchants of
the area were concerned about things
like public urination, then they would
get together and open 24 -hour public
rest rooms.
Paul Orozco, owner of Iguana
’laws on South Third Street, said he
doesn’t have a real problem in front of
his store but if he did then he would
he willing to fight for his right to run
a business. He said he felt it was necessary to show his support for other
business owners in the area.
"If my shop were in that area I
would have a problem. My cash flow
now depends on people being able to
come into my shop without being
bothered or rest tic led," he said. "I do
pay taxes arid I do support approval
of this ordinance. I hope that we can
work together on this matter and
hopefully offer some solutions to this
problem."

While the business owners and Christmas," she said. "It draws way
others in favor of the ordinance were too many people to downtown area ...
posing a safety hazcalm and cordial, the
opponents were frustratard."
ed and often sarcastic.
She added that
the reason the ordiBecky Johnson, who
also works with HUFF,
nance in Palo Alto
said the city council is
was
passed was
masking the real probbecause of people
tripping over homelem with bogus legislaless people sitting on
tion about downtown
the sidewalks. She
being too crowded. She
gave the city council a
pointed out that five
of the people who
"practical solution to the
H were older than
real problem of congesShe wanted to
tion. "
bi1.11 people 70 and
She suggested that
up from downtown
the city control inflow
because they posed a
into the city by letting
health threat.
only people with last
Paul Orozco,
William Betts, a
names starting with A
through J shop on even
Iguanas owner homeless advocate,
spoke
also
out
calendar days and names
against 010 only the
starting with K through
ordinance but the lack of concern
Z shop on odd days.
ban about the homeless problem and pan "Secondly, we need

"I hope that
we can work
together on
this matter
and hopefully
offer some
solutions to
this problem."
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Whatever gJoitps in getting what
awe get, do v cciii lever have
enough."
I cii I leIrtibold, cliair of the Sot tal
part went, saki 11,e de. ision

is a major
I",,.,11,
ii
thtiick
felnibold said. -II s
saying
that we no
longer have disintimation in our
%Illills.

we

so

110

longet need affir
maI ve
action.
I hat’s ridiculous
1ft’t .ruse
SVC
have
tIlls of disc rimina11011."

Robert Alt of the
( :enter
110
IlldividuAl Rights.
the
Washington
legal organization
represents
that
209
Prom ’sit ion
sponsors, said he
was ’’very gratified,’’
)pponents of
ale 100111011100 Are
Ifii

of step
our’ has

0111

racial preferences," Alt said
In issuing the original mimic Min,
I )istri,i
Chief 1.5
BM
I udge
I helton
of
Sa ii
Henderson
"
said
that
Francisco
although the initiator
was neutralls vcorded. it
pill
would abolish
grams that belief lied
minorities and women
Those groups would
have to seek a new Stale
constitutional amen&
!nen’ to allow preferential programs to remedy
discrimination, he said,
while other groups. stic ft
Steven Millner,
as 011111.10’ Vell.1.110,
the
,,,1
African American elderly ot
studies professor lege alumni could t
111111C 10 lobby for prelci
ences from local or state
agent let
lenderson said that difference in
with what the
been saving on treatment violates standards of equal

I ts ironic
when so many
taxpayers are
people of
color, that the
resistance is
so strong."

Spectacular Savings
On used and out -of -print textbooks!
Where? The Art Quad
When? April 7 through April 1
9am to 5pm

protect 1011 the Supreme Court
declared in I1182 when it struck down
a Washington state initiative prohibiting loc al school boards from
ordering busing for integration.
fender:on said.
"I tie appeals lmu rt rejected that
comparison.
’’t!rulike’ ticial preference pro
grants, school desegregation programs
... do not work wholly to the benefit
of c ertain members 14 011c group and
correspondingly to the harm of cer
lain members II another group. and
do not deprive s uuens of rights,- the
opinion said.
I’Se art Mai 11 said preferences
based on race or gender are constitutionally suspec t and can i.e abolished
hy a 0.10- K111111111 violating the rights
01 .111V 11010’1110AI. lie noted Supreme
out( tidings that have allowed preferential programs only in limited sircur110.111(es.
Spartan flatly Stalf Wrorr Kotula
Shaer contributed to thi, aorp

Medical miracles
start with research

handling
"This is a capricious ordinance in
a capricious district. This is a land
use and planning issue (not a free
speech issue or homeless issue)," he
said "What we have is an overreaction by the police to something
which is a business. The people
downtown (on the streets) of which
you speak of have empathy for sale.
Some ask for a donation and in
return they give a thank you. This is
no worse than the United Fund (Jr
the Salvation Army"
He continued by saying that the
solution needs to be citywide not just
in the downtown area.
"If they (the city council) can confine this to just the downtown area,
the city of Fiammerville, otherwise
known as San Jose, has delineated
Taylorville (in reference to Frank
’San
Jose
11. aylor
of
the
Redevelopment Agency) downtown.
Now we have royal privileges for the
kingdom of Pandori (city council

member David Pandori who introduced the ordinance) with new
boundaries," Betts said sarcastically to
the council members.
The one thing that was in agreement was that participants were either
for the ordinance or against it. Even
after the matter had been decided,
those in favor squared off with those
opposed to it in the halls of the city
hall building.
The two sides argued about the
real reasons behind each other’s position on the issue. Business members
were accused of having the
N.I.M.B.Y (Not In My Backyard)
attitude while the homeless advocates
were asked how they would feel if
they were on the other side of the
coin.
The ordinance will have a 60 -day
grace and education period. Police
officers will issue warnings and
explain about the new ordinance
befine police start citing and eventually arresting people.

Earthquake
continued from page 1
Flan. so fiay Area within the
nes, Ill years.
Si, said a new study to be
rele.e.rd this summer with new
data on major fa uldines will
show that the chance will
increase. Garcia said she did not
know how much it will
increase.
Aiiiirding to information
(0SC:1111/led 10’ Donna Brand of
the S.011.1 .1.kra Valley Chapter
of the AllIC110111 Red Cross. residents NboilltI bilVe ready a
portable (Alm, flashlight. first aid
kit, fire extinguisher. funded
water. canned food, matches and
the telephone numbers of the
pin cu c, firefighters and doctors.
The Red Cross also rccom-

American !kart
Association.

mends having enough supplies to
last three days.
l’or more information, contact the Red Cross disaster inforMAIII.II line at (408) 577-2023.
Staley said he was impressed
by the volunteer spirit of the people involved in ’I’uesday’s exercise.
"I am always moved by the
dedication of people who are
conducting this exercise," he
said. "They give their time and
talent."
However, not everyone was
impressed with Tuesday’s drill.
"I felt like it was fourth grade
all over again." math junior
Tony McConnell said. "It was a
bigger waste of time than the
class I was in."
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BY DANA SUMMERS

BY JACK OHMAN

Mom MEDIA

1-W6i ASTEROID EXPECTED ’0
(......._,
MISS EART14 DETAILS A’r eLENIEN.
COMET

CLASSIFIED

The SPARTAN DAILY
VALE! PARKERS P/T, nights &
nukes no claim for products or weekends for private parties in
services advertised below nor is Los Gatos/Saratoga area. Must
there wiy gumless rwSed. The have min. 1 year customer service
classified cokerms cl the Spartan experience, and desire to serve
Daily moist of paid advertising people. Polite, well groomed,
end olisehmts are not approved or and professional attitude only.
verified by the newsmen.
19 yrs+. $5.75/hr. + tips.
Call Mike, 800-825-3871.

EMPLOYMENT
TEACHER, PT/FT at NO quality,
lin. drop-in play center for 2-12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Rex
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
awironment Benefits avail. Apply in
person at KidsPark:
Near Oakiidge Mall, 281-8880
5440 Thomwood Cr., Si
Near Valley Fair. 985-2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. SJ.
At the HUB, 510-792-9997
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
Call Heidi at 281-8883.
UFEGUARDS/EVRIESTRUCTORS
LOS Gatos Swim and Racquet Club.
Must have c,irrent CPR, First Aid,
& Lifeguard training certifications.
WS! preferred for teaching. Apply
in person 14700 Oka Road, Los
Gatos, CA.
IT’S DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIMM
Spring forward with a new job!!!
A leading computer manufacturing co. is seeking an HR adm, for
correspondence, scheduling,
short hand, and dictation. 10 yrs.
exp. req. Word/Excel/Powerpoint
a must. Pay DOE.
Jr. Adm/receptionist needed by
a leading co. in the valley. $10/hr.
A leading semiconductor co. has
a secretarial position available,
Word/Excel req. Some college
preferred. $12/hr.
*Another leading computer manufacturer is currently seeking adm.
support. 2+ yrs. exp. & Word/Excel/
Fbwerpoint req. $15-$18/hr
VOLT SERVICES GROUP
Call our 24 hr. Job Hotline
800/7184404
San Jose branch: 408/247-9777.

LOOKING FOR WORK???
Hundreds of job listings
available in the
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK.
Visit us in BC 13 to get access.
PRESIDENIIAL STUDENT INIERNS
Responsibilities
Presidential liaison to 26.000 SJSU
students & an ambassador to the
university community. Coordinate
carnpusciscussions between the
President and fellow students.
Develop student communication
tools to enhance the dialogue
among students. Serve as a
mernber of key osmas committees.
Comenitment & Compenwtket
8- 10 hours per week. $7.50 per
hour. Employment period is
August 1, 1997 - May 31, 1998.
All applicants must be matriculated SJSU students in good
standing. Interns must maintain
full time academic status while
serving. Previous experience working with campus organizations
and an understanding of recent
climate issues is preferred. Candidate must have ability to communicate in a professional manner.
Applications now available
in the President’s Office, Tower
Hall 206. Applications accepted
until 5pm on April 25, 1997.
eRease call 9242981 or 924-5968
for more information.
GREAT JOB AS CUSTOMER REP
No selling
pest flyers camas
awe; respond to astomer int:bides;
PT/flexible; $8.$15; start ASAP:
apply: vnwrstudentstorage.com
or 510.235.5300.
CUSTOMER SERVICE, dose to SJSU
in busy office. Assist in warehouse.
Exp. needed. Call Lisa 275-1784,

MINATO JAPANESE Restaurant
Now hiring for P/T foodservers & PART.T1ME TELEMARKETING
dishwashers. Fun Job! Please position available, for investment
apply at617N.6th St. 9986711. firm. Mon.- Fri. flexible hours.
(Morning & Afternoon) $10.00 per
WSI’S NEEDED
hr. plus bonus’. Call 408.287-6670
Summer Employment
for an interview.
Please call 354-8700 x 224
Los Gatos Rec Department. YMCA SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS!
If you like the outdoors, like
HELPER/COMPANION
working with children & teens, &
for paralyzed 36 year old in his
have special skills in camping,
pleasant Palo Alto cottage.
games, crafts, sports of drama,
Light cooking, going to concerts. consider a &rimer Job at the YMCA
errands, sane time to study.
Positions Available:
Sat. 3prn - 11pm
DIRECTORS
Sun 5pm lOpm
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
Mon. 7prn - 10pm
LEADERS
Please call your local Y for more
$9/hour.
1-415-568-1225
detailed Information an application
Certral YMCA -298-1717
SWIM INSTRUCTORS - WSI Pref.
(San Jose & Serra Clara)
Spring/Summer, Full/Part-Time
*Southwest YMCA -3701877
AM/PM positions available.
(lbs Gatos, Saratoga)
Northwest YMCA- 257-7160
Apply at AVAC - 5400 Camden Av.
Si. or contact 408-267-4032. (Overtino, Santa (leo, Sunnyvale)
*South Valley YMCA -2969672
Now IntervewingIll I Call Today!!!
(South San Jose)
CHIU’S BARS GRILL in search Milatae/Banessa YMCA 9450919
(Milpitas)
of Foodservers and Hosts with
.rve. Madonna ACA -7790208
restaurant experience. Friendly,
(Morgan Hi)l)
team oriented people apply in
person Monday through Thursday,
between 2prn-4pm. 2980 Stevens TEACHERS/Al/Carrp Leedom
Elem sch, age recreation program,
Creek Blvd. San Jose. No Calls.
P/T tom 26 an MF (Lig the sch
Fir during summer camp program.
INSIDE SALES
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
REPRESENTATIVES
Founded in 1925. George S. Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
May International is a leading at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
management consulting firm. Our whzol yen? Cal for strnmer emplof
Cosiness is exploding, and we need ffe guards & camp leaders).
several motivated self-starters to help
Ls schedule appointments with small VAU.OW OEN BICYCLES is looturg
to medium sized business owners for qualified bicycle mechanic/
salesperson for perttime/full-time
throughout the Western US.
Well provide you with paid work. Experience is a must.
training, a competitive base salary Please call 293-2606 or fax a
+ commissions, full benefits. flettie resume to 2939019.
work schedule, & a great opportunity
to learn & gow with an established
industry leader that promotes horn
within. If you enjoy people. you’re
good on the phone, and you like
to have fun, then this is the Job
for you) Bilingual a big plus.
To arrange an interview,
please call Steven Sanchez at
(800) 955-0200 ext. 221, or
send/fax resume to: GSM, 991
W. Heddirg St. San Jose, CA 961
Fax: (408) 2446415. EOE/AA.
GEORGE S. MAY
INTERNATIONAL CO.

PHONE :

SANDWICH MAKERS $7.00 HR. WAREHOUSE POSITION
Mon. thu Fn. 10am-2pin. Sari:1314i Golden State T’s, a leading
Eatery. 848 N. Fast. St. SarUose. sportswear distributor, seeks a
Warehouse Team Player. Position
YOU NEM A JOB WITH A MUNI available immediately.
We will train you for a full-time
Pull orders
position with our nation-wide firm.
Stock inventory
We otter:
Unload trucks
*Weekly Pay Incentives
Assist will.call customers
Monthly Bonuses
Work 20 or more hrs/wk
Competitive Wages
Monday-Friday
Grouprate Health Care
$7.00 per hoar
Complete Management Training Work for a company that truly
You must be career minded. appreciates its staff. Apply in
(That’s All) Call 408.345-3936. person between 8am & 5:30pm.
Golden State Ts
YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS 2110 Zanker Road
and TEACHERS for school -age San Jose, CA 95131
and preschool child care. Full At the corner of Charcot and
Time & Part Time. 6- 15 ECE or Zenker n the back row of builcings.
related units. For more info:
cell Mary 298-3888.
*IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Receptionist, Office Clerk
MAKE MONEY 9585 TEACHING
Sales. Customer Support
driver training & education, pt/ft. Technician, Testing Optr.
no exp. nec. hs grads. 971-7557.
Warehouse Clerk
Call 408/9468888 or
51000’S
eI stuffog envelopes. Fax to 408/9468280
61 per envelope stuffed. SASE: Electronix Staffing Services,E0E
Enterprise Marketing P.O. Box 1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
592061 Orlando. FL 32859.
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn
left at Clear Lake Ave.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Great for Students.
up to $120/week!
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Top Pay with Many Benefits)
Healthy males, 1334 years old.
Cat or apply et parson, MornSun 7.7. Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
408286-5880. 555D Medal he.
Contact California Cryobank
Between Sal Cabs and Falenoor,
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.
beheld he Cad and Paty Stcre, Si.
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
SECURITY
Seeking teachers and subs for
F/T & P/T Will Train
our school age day care program.
Day, Swing & Grave Shifts
We can work around your school
Permanent & Short Terrn jobs
schedule. Early morning or afterABCOM Private Security
noon positions available. F/T
406247-4827.
employment available during
summer break. This is a great job
to gain experience. Units in ECE,
MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will Rec, Psych, Soc. or Ed required.
Train! Managers cam 64000/mo
CALL: 408-379-3200 x21.
base-rcom. Corp. seeks energetic
people for management. Start LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
now. 578-5197.
seeking customer service representatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL + bonus. Will train. Call David H.
mailing our circulars. Begin now.
4084416600.
For info call 301-429-1326.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We for egg donation. Desperate Astern
sell discount subcriptions to Bay couples need your help to conceive.
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. Can you help? Ages 21-29,
Flexible hrs, 9arn-9pm. Downtown non-smoker, healthy & responside.
near lighted .4 blocks from SJSU. $3,000 stipend ad eqoanses pad.
Hourly $S plus bonus. Media Geier etnizities also rionded. REMO
cal WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
Promotions 494-0200.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
POSTAL JOBS
Upto $1.52911’r pia benefts
413339.8377 - 24175.

OPPORTUNITIES
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
We need people who speak:
English, Spanish, Korean,
Russian, Japanese, Chinese and
any other languages to help
expand our business locally.
Nationally & Internationally.
55(851500 pt. $2000$5000 ft.
800-4002018.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students nestled n the immediate
aue. RARime/part-time openings.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School. $1000 STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP
available from Mt. Hamilton
PART TIME TECHNICAL Sales Republican Women. Requirements:
Engineer for a highly innovative Must be a registered Republican.
internet software. Duties include Have a 3.0 GPA or better, and
sales presentation, understand be carrying at least 12 units.
customer’s requirements & work Applications due by 5/1. Contact
with our programmers to develop Janet Elliott at Financial Aid or call
custom applications. This position Mrs. Hansen at 2386425.
requires basic knowledge of
intemet and WWW environment, COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS NOW.
familiar with PC/workstation Surf: www.scholarship4u.com
operating systems, Window NT,
800NIIBASE2. 408.629.8941
Window 95 and Unix. Knowledge Email: sjsuescholarship4u.corn
of Java and database packages is
a plus. Excellent verbal & written
communication skills a must. $15
FUNDRAISING
to $18 per hour, plus commission.
Must own vehicle and insurance. FAST FUNDRAISER - Raise $500
Please Fax resume to marketing in 5days Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
Dept. Webman Technologies Inc. Motivated Indrincluals, Fast, Easy.
04082433186.
No Financial Obligation.
1-800662-1982 ext. 33.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

TEACHERS Exoeptional opportinity
to join one of the fastest growing
quality childcare cartes in Mostar
View. Must have at least 12 ECE
units. Preferably 3 infant units
and 6 months experience. Call
(408) 746.1954.
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Earn SO/hi plus $10/hr in tips.
Deliver from best S.Irestaurants.
Flexible hours. Greet for Students?
Need own car.
Cal Dine IN 9986463 now.
PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides FT/F1’.
ECE or Experience Preferred.
EOE. Cell 3700357.
SERVICE REPS NEEDED to
deliver & set up our exquisite
cuisine. Our company vans.
Excellent DMV & good people
skills required. 6 a.m.-10 a.m. or
10 sm. -2p.m. weekends as
needed. Also need on.call servers.
Cell 246.9422 after 12:00 p.m.
PART TiM POSMONS $111/14R.

2-3 week project. EASY WORK.
(406) 8481023. Ask for Mike.

MISC. FOR SALE

FOR RENT

924-3277

STUDIO Al’! FOR ONE PERSON.
no pets. $600/mo $500. rep.
util. paid. parking. 259-7040.

SERVICES
PHOTOGRAPHER FOR HIRE
Have your affair shot candidly
by a trained photojournalist!
Specializing in candid and
sports action photos. You
keep the negatives! B&W or
color avail. Affordable hourly
and day rates. Contact Steve
at: (408) 279-4121.

2 BORK APARRAENT- 8900/M0.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Budding
Laundry Roan
Village Apts. 576 S 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
WE ARE LOOKING FOR ROOMS
to sublet to students interning in
Silicon Valley for this Summer.
Call Darrel Stem (408)7485117.

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-801-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. Mail

SHARED HOUSING
SPACIOUS ROOM w/Private Bath.
Next to campus in large home. To
share w/other females. Call Mark
at 3230808.

EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Metaphysical, Astrological,
Meditation Classes.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Call (408)978-8034.

ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
2 bdrm/2 ba. apt. in WG area.
OW, Nile sec., pool, laundry. Near
SJSU, It. rail. 87 & shops. Prang incl.
$430/mo +1/2 util. & $200 dep.
Kendra 445-9814.

WORD PROCESSING

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis, Resumes, Reports, etc.
20+ Years Experience
Medical/Legal Transcription
Services Available,
Reasonable Rates
CALL (408) 272,1552.
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects.
Resunea Al Formats. Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ as Exp.
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
PROFF_SSICWIL V1C410 RROCESSING,
247-2681, 8am-Bpm.
SUZANNE’S Word Processing
510489-9794 (Bus/Res/NW
Word Processing & Editing
Boa) Academic/Bus. Vtiork Accepted
NUVTURAB
Reports Theses
Expert In APA Format
WP 5.1/6.0- Laser Printer
7 Days a Week 7:00am - 9:00pm
RELIABLE FAST- ACCURATE.

TUTORING
ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Credentialed H.S. Teacher.
Call (408)9788034.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408.2516449.

BIUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra- Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Chemistry: Organic Inorganic
English: Speak Read Write
Spanish: Hablar Leer Escribt
Call: Mike 408.298-7576
Email: mvera18288@dol.com

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term
papers, thesis, resumes, group
projects, etc. Have a typewriter
to complete your applications for
flied/law school, etc. Will transcribe
your taped interviews or research
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.

INSURANCE

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car
CAMPUS CLUBS
CALL TODAY 296-5270
5.113U Oben Masque Honor Swziely
FREE QUOTE
taking applications. 3.0 GPA & SR
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
staxling by Fall San. Canted Janet
Redding. Advisor 924-1120.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

FOR NA770NAL /AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Reefed, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575,

TRAVEL
EUROPE $289.
Within USA 579-5129.
Caribbean $249. r/t
Mexico $209. r/t
Cheap Fares Worldwide!!!!)
http://www.airhitch.org
AIRHITCHfi 1-415-834-9192

One
Day
$5
$G
$7

Two
Days
$7
$8

3 Ines
4 Ines
5 lines
$o
6 Ines
$e
$10
$1 tor each additional line.

Three
Days
$9
$10

$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After tie filth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) alli KI bold for no extra charge
Up tot additional words available in bold for 13 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 hnes $70 10-14 lines: $90
15-19 Ines: $110

Five ArIchme
Days
$13 ON a Sa.le
$14
Phore
$15
$18

Please check 1
one classification:
Zyinorb

Send check or money order
Spartan Daily Classifieds
&inks State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline: 10:00 am two weekdays before publication.
All acts are prepesd IR No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (408)9243277

Campus Clubs’
GlIfeli Messages’
Events*
Announcements*
Lost and FOUrICr
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted*
Employment
Opporturrbes

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Reel Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty
Spontahnlis’
Insurance
Entertanmene
Travel
Tutonng’
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. first appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
Hair Today Gone TOMOITOW, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(408)379-3500.
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
Super Blue Green Algae
Reported Benefits include:
Improved Concentration
Increased Energy
’Weight Control
(408)737-2702

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or add r
for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money lot goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Invested* all lime
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
wications or merchandise.
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ACROSS
1
5
9
12
13
14
16
18
19
20
21
23
25
26
29
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
45
46
47
50
51

59
60

Nrre

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.00 per year.
Save
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

SPORTS/THRILLS
loos PURE ADRENALINE!

55
56

LICCULILICILICILILIULILICIULLILICILILIULICILLILL3LI

WELCOME BACK ROTC!
Military has done more for liberty
than all gay activists combined.

’88 HONDA PRELUDE S Dk blue.
Automatic. Sun roof, 120k, clean,
runs good. $4000. Call 971-1656.

TICKET SALEM!
WRITING ASSISTANCE most LOWEST SPRING/SUMMER 1997
subject. Why suffer and get poor
FARES...BOOK NOW!
grades when help is available?
Discount Tickets
Europe Asia Latin America
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
CHEAP LONDON/PARIS
with research & writing. Fast,
FARES...SUMMER 1997
friendly, caring, confidential.
Telephone Service Everyday
Convenient Peninsula location.
The Student Travel Specialists
TRAVELQWIK
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
888-591-9800
Free International Student I.D.
Chinese & other languages
with purchase of ticket.
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
COMPUTERS ETC.
at http://www.aci-plus.com
Regular email: ademetcern.com
REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICES!!
Or write: Daniel. FOB 4489, FC CA
Classroom Computer Co.
94404 (ask for free color brochue).
3549 Haven Ave. #H
Menlo Park, CA 94025
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
Typing
Writing Editing
Ph: (800) 800-5115
Spreadsheet &Database Design.
FAX: (415) 306-1120
Desktop Publishing.
STUDENT SPECIALS
Bookkeeping PC Support*
Mac SE &Classic
Reasonable Rates
MAC Ilsi, ci, cx
4484119.
POWER MACS
5200, 6214, 6100
MAC LC580
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Inkjet 8g Laser Printers
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
Dot Matrix Printers
levels welcome: Beginning
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408.298-6124.

PROFESSIONAL Word Pf0Callahlg
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. All formats
Including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
area. Call Linda 408-2644504.

924-3282

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUTO FOR SALE

LOW aurn Five rooms available TRUST EXHAUST FOR 94-97 SOICNIDA CI C HB. Like, 5 sp, ac.
now. Across the street from Accord. Like new. $400. Wesley: high miles. $4000 or best offer.
408-9238818 or 408381-9907. Contact Mai W 227-9758.
campus. Please call 298,8658.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

FAX.’

61

Decorate again
Biting insect
By means of
Domesticated
Vulgar
Fashion
designer Gucci
Rafter’s
challenge
In -- of:
replacing
Norwegian
capital
1040 agcy
Asian area
Yen
Dressmaker’s
cut
Fern’s
reproductive
bodies
Wobbled
- with takes
care of problems
Selects carefully
Psyche part
Secondhand
Brooklyn’s
- Island
- Marx
Actor Kingsley
Scholarly
volumes
- Castro
Attacked
Peaks
Pat dry
Wiener schnitzel
ingredient
"Gil along,
little - ’
Marsh
Time of
prosperity
Surrounded by
Make trivial
distinctions
Liver’s output
"Its -- to Tell
a Lie"
Dot in the ocean

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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ri 1996. Unged Feature Syncte A.
62 Small boy
63 Facial features
64 Free ticket

DOWN
1 Cheers
2 Actor Jannings
3 Took the roundabout route
4 "-- on a
Grecian Urn’
5 Blaze up
6 Allows
7 Woolly one
8 Skillfully
9 Satchel
10 Tennis pro
Nastase
11 Middle Eastern
gulf
12 No - ways
about it
15 - of the blue
17 Toupee’s
cousins
22 Rodents
24 Thing, in law
25 Tree trunks
26 Diver’s gea

27 Works as a
model
28 Unlocks
29 Adjusted (a
piano)
30 Interprets
31 Heron
32 Barbie and
Ken. e g.
34 Halley’s
discovery
37 Huge
38 Polish
sausage
40 Piece of
flooring
41 Monk’s title
43 Put up with
44 Bronze coin
46 Blood vessels
47 A little bit
48 Leave out
49 - monster
50 Turn over
52 Greases
53 Minera s
54 Derive his
57 Greek ette
58 Cheer eader?
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Jose

State

University

continued from page 1
The elementary schools involved
with the program are Horace
Cure ton School, Mildred Goss
School, Lindale School, Millard
McCollam School and Shields Lester
School.
The middle schools and high
schools participating are Joseph
George School, Pala School, James
Lick High School and Yerba Buena
High School.
Tsai said one of the benefits for
the K-I2 schools will be hands-on
engineering curriculum instruction.
Women will now be included in
the Minority Engineering Program
which assists under-represented students with financial aid, academic
counseling and other school related
issues. MEP sponsors a freshman orientation program and a summer job
placement program that helps students land jobs in the engineering
field.
"A lot of campuses throughout the
nation competed for this grant. We
made the first cut (of applicants) and
then sent in a proposal. Hewlett
Packard selected four campuses in the
whole country for this grant, so it was
very competitive," Tsai said.
The other schools receiving the
funds from Hewlett Packard are
University of California, Los Angeles,
Northeastern University and the
University of Texas at El Paso.
"We believe in the mission of this
initiative," Tsai said. It’s important
for San Jose State University, the
educational system and the community. We are happy that we’ll be helping these students."
The university will get $25,000
each year for five years to be used to
fund math and science programs or
mentoring programs for high school
students.
Another $25,000 each year for
five years is earmarked to increase the
presence and success rates of women
and minorities in the engineering and
computer science fields at the university.
Twenty students per year will be
eligible for $3,000 scholarships and
summer internships sponsored by
Hewlett Packard.

By Puma Nair
Spartan Daily Staff Water

Carlos Guzman wonders how he is going to fix the cracks and stop his house year, Guzman’s
San Jose is not
from moving down the hill to Coyote Creek. A resident since November of last
pens all of a sudden they years ago. "I’ll do my best to was improper drainage, and
want the city to get involved. help Guzman get all the help the water seeped into the soil
beneath his house weakening
You can’t have it both ways." he needs."
hut Guzman is skeptical the foundation. Guzman said
David Pandori, councilman for the third district, of any help from the city. He he called the SCVWD severwhich includes the Naglee said the Santa Clara Valley al times about clearing the
neighborhood, was sympa- Water District was responsi- clog hut no came out to clear
thetic to Guzman’s situation. ble for the soil underneath his the mess. As a result, he said
Pandori stopped by the prop- house getting wet. Guzman the house slid six feet.
Richard Jaffe, Guzman’s
erty to investigate several days said when the recent floods
this January occurred, next door neighbor’s house
after the slide.
"I know what it’s like to garbage and debris collected was also affected. Julie lost
have something bad happen on either side of the creek part of the family room at the
to your house." said Pa whin, causing the water to get back of the house facing the
whose house flooded two clogged. Guzman said there creek. Jaffe said he built the

SPARTAN DAILY

Grant

Home sliding into Coyote Creek
Entering Carlos Guzman’s
house you get a feeling of entering an episode of "Twilight
Zone." The housc, which was
leveled to the street outside, now
slants slightly toward the creek
below giving an eerie feeling to
anyone entering the house.
Guzman’s furniture, sits on
rich, carpeted floors new and
unused. the deck at the back of
the house, which has seen better
barbecue days, creaks every
time you step on its nowcracked wood.
Guzman’s house was one of
two homes in the Naglee neighborhood of San Jose that started
to slip into the nearby Coyote
Creek four weeks ago.
The list of damage goes on
and on, and no one, from the
city of San Jose, to Remax Real
Estate Agency who sold
Guzman the house were
unavailable for comment.
"I’m completely stressed and
no one is giving me any
answers," Guzman remarked.
"If they (San Jose officials)
don’t let me know what’s
wrong, I will have to abandon
the house as I can’t afford to
put any more money into it."
(;uzrnan, who moved into
the house last November, said
he has already put more than
$4,000 into repairing pans of
the house, and said if the house
slides any more, he would
rather sell than invest more into
repairs.
Mike Shimamoto, a City of
San Jose geologist said he had
been to Guzman’s house three
times to examine the property
but was told by his supervisor,
Carl Mosher, to determine only
if there was a threat to public
safety.
"The city can only see if (the
house) there was a threat to
Guzman’s body," Shirnamoto
said. "People do not like the
city to interfere in private property, but when a mishap hap-

April 9, 1997

PHOTO BY BRANDON GARCIA Spartan Daily
house moved six feet after rains in early March. The city of
helping Guzman fix the house because it is on private property.
room in 1981, and realized residing in a motel paid by
something was wrong when the Red Cross and visits his
he started to hear creaking home daily to make sure the
noises coming from the plants are watered and the
room. The next day while lawn is mowed. He said he
Jaffe was out of town, the was looking forward to
room fell six feet.
building a master bedroom
"Luckily for me no one on top of the garage but has
was in the room when it hap- postponed any plans for addpened," Jaffe said. "The city ons.
has not done anything as yet
"This was going to he my
and frankly I don’t think dream house but now I’m
they’re going to do anything not so sure anymore,"
about it."
Guzman said.
Guzman is currently

Full Unlimited
Internet Access.
Anytime,
All The Time.
The Only Wireless University Connection.
Without A Phone Line. Without A Busy Signal.
Novv you can log -on to the
iind without it busy signal. And, with your choice of
Internet without having to wait 1 year of wireless modem and service for $429.95
for the rest of the school to or monthly wireless modem rental and service for
log -off With RICOCHET and $37 45/month for unlimited usage, you can afford
your laptop or desktop, you can to do it all the time. That’s right, affordable wireless
access the Internet, University Network, E-mail, AOL data communications where you want - on campus,
and other on-line services without it phone line.
at home and anywhere in between.

RICOCHET, The Wireless Modern and Internet Service.
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internet
connection

No Phone Lines...No Busy Signals
Unlimited A«ess For A Flat Monthly Rate
E-mail & Internet Service Included

CALL AND SIGN UP NOW!
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Two Summer Sessions! ’Session 1 begins June 2, 1997 ’Session 2 begins June 16, 1997

Re istration Dates
0 Currently enrolled (Spr. ’97) StudentsBegins April 7th
0 BY TELEPHONE with Credit Card through 4/18 Only
CALL: (408)741-2499 $2.00 use fee
Monday - Friday: 10:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m Be sure
you have an application on file before calling!!

DEADLINES....
1 to Add the first 20% of the course length.
I for Refund and Drop without "W"
as printed below each course in this
schedule and on your registration receipt.
1 to Drop 75% of the course length.

0 New and Returning StudentsBegins April 14th

1 IN -PERSON at Admissions and Records
Assigned times required....available April 1st.
Monday - Thursday: 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Fridays: 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Saturday, May 10th ONLY: 9:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
SUMMER FEES...
Enrollment Fee
Health Fee
Parking Fee
Non-Resident Tuition
International Students
(includes $5.00 per unit

$ 13.00 per unit
$ 8.00
$ 15.00
$120.00 per unit
$125.00 per unit
capital outlay fee)

Every effort has been made to determine the accuracy of this schedule at the time of’ printing. Information is subject to change
without notice by the WV/M(CI) district or Mission College. See the College Catalog for policies, procedures, and student service information.

ALLIED HEALTH

ACCOUNTING

ART

ACCTG 001A PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A and MATH 102 This course
includes basic accounting theory and procedure, the accounting entity, and
generally accepted accounting principles. CAN BUS 2)
S1-402
40
930-11 45AM MOSTYN G
8001 MTWTH
106/02-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP WO W’ 06/10/97

AH 001 MEDICAL TERMINOIOGY

ART 004 ART APPRECIATION

Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Provides basic understanding
of medical observation 8, usage
4 00-7 OOPM RIEGERT E
N3-601
30
18065 MTw
(06102-07/091 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W 06/10/97

Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108k A survey of the techniques and
media, themes, purposes and terminology of visual arts. Slide lectures
illustrating art and architecture from many periods and cultures Credit/No
Credit Option
8002 TWTH
10 00-1 OOPM FISCHER B
S1-501
30
106/03-07/101 LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 06/10/97

ACCTG 0018 PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING
Preq: ACCTG 1A w/C. Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A and Math 102
Course covers accounting theory, procedure dealing with the operation of
partnerships, corporations, cost accounting, 8 financial analysis CAN BUS
4)
40
N1.401
5 30-7 45PM BERNACCHI W
19364 MTWTH
106/02.07/24i LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 06/10/97

Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Provides American Heart
Association Health Care Provider CPR (formerly Module Cl course completion cards Text and pocket mask must be purchased before first class
meeting Read the text prior to class $4 00 American Heart Association FEB
payable to Mission College prior to first class meeting Credit/No Credit
Option
118066 MW
400-9 OOPM CHAR R
W2-502
05
106/02-06/041 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/02/97

COMPUTER ASSISTED CLASSES,’

AH 011 CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION

Denotes class uses MAC Computers 11110 Denotes class uses IBM Computes I rj

1997 Summer Schedule
I
\
F0417
ART 34A COMPUTER -AIDED ART

BOT 061 KEYBOARDING -INTERMEDIATE
RIOSC 055 ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY FOR ALLIED
BOT 60 and BOT 10: recommend eligibility for ENGL
Recommend
Preq:
Preq ART 31A or demo skills, and recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A An HEALTH WORKERS
introductory computer art course Introduces students to microcomputers Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 59 and MATH A. A basic overview of 108A Designed to improve keyboarding techniques, formatting skills, and
(Macintoshs and IBM compatibles) for creating and manipulating images. Structure and function of the human body. BIOSC 55 is designed to meet the speed and accuracy on the computer. Credit/No Credit Option. l;"/TE: LAB
FEE OF $5 00.
Student will learn basic design elements and principles, and basic proce- state board requirements of VN and PT programs
845-12:30PM RINGEL K
E2-302
dures needed to use microcomputers and related peripheral devices. Credit/ 8006 TWTH
N2,302
2 0 8010 MTWTH
2’30-5,30PM MOYERS C
106116.07/24i LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W’ : 06/23/97
No Credit Option. NOTE: LAB FEE OF $5.00
106/17-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W 06/24/97
8003 MTVV
moo-n 45AM MAGALLON M
S1 -40i
3 ii
BUSINESS OFFICE TECHNOLOGY
*60 WKLY FIRS BY ARR
E2-602
t.e Computer Applications for other computer applications classes) VBOT (165 COMPUTER ASSISTED KEYBOARDING
106/02-07123) LAST DATE TO DROP W 0 W’ 06/10/97
BO I 005 INTRODUCTION TO THE IBM PC AND PRINTER
Preq: Recommend elig. for ENGL 108A. Introduction to keyboarding on a
Preq. Recommend keyboarding abitty recommend eligibility for ENGL FEE OF $3.00
VARE 0 1413 ( OMPUIIR-AIDE D ART
108A. This course introduces students to the use of IBM PC compatible 8011 MTWTH
8:45-11 00AM RINGEL K
E2-302
Preq ART 34A Advanced design course combining Computer Graphics 8
equipment, and the pnnter. Topics covered: care and use of hardware,
10616-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ ’06/23/97
Fine Arts image processing Credit/No Credit Option NOTE LAB FEE OF
software, and drives A, B. and C. DOS SHELL, disk copy, file copy. delete, 8012 WTFI
8:45-1245PM RINGEL K
E2-302
1i
$500
106/18-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/19/97
format and an overview of DOS will be covered. Credit/No Credit Only. May
8004 MTVV
10 00-11 45AM MAGALLON M
S1-401
20 be repeated one time NOTE: LAB FEE OF $1,50
*60 WKLY MRS BY ARR
E2-602
E2-303
0 5 V1301 (167 KEYBOARDING -SPEED BUILDING
08070 MW
500-9 30PM DEL FRATE J
106/02-07/23) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/10/97
*20 WKLY MRS BY ARR
Preq Recommend previous keyboarding: recommend eligibility for ENGL
106/02-06/04) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/02/97
18071 MW
05 108A Practice on corrective drills to correct keyboarding technique and
500-9 30PM DEL FRATE J
E2-303
ASTRONOMY
improve basic speed and accuracy on the computer. Credit/No Credit ONLY
+2.0 WKLY MRS BY ARR
May be repeated one time. NOTE: LAB FEE OF $3.00.
(06/09-06/111 LAST DATE TO DROP
W : 06/09/97
ASTRO 001 ASTRONOMY
8013 MTWTH
8:45-11:00AM RINGEL K
E2-302
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Course covers the entire
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ : 06/23/97
BOT
008
USING
MICRSOFT
WINDOWS/IBM
panorama of the universe from the origin and structure of the solar system
8014 WTH
845-12:45PM RINGEL K
E2-302
to the properties. origin and evolution of stars, galaxies and cosmology
Prey Recommend BOT 5. recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A. Microsoft
M018-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/19/97
18067 TVVTH
00-9 OOPM BURRELL J
N2-401
30 Windows provides a "graphical environment" for access to application
106/03-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/10/97
programs and system functions through the use of a mouse and icon V1301 100 KEYBOARDING AND WORD
oriented commands The student is introduced to the use of Windows. its
PRO( ISSIN(, OPEN LAB
application programs and utilities Credit/No Credit Only May be repeated
Preq.
Currently
enrolled as a student at Mission College with keyboard or
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
one time. NOTE LAB FEE OF $3.00
computer knowledge required. Open lab is available to students who need
MW
J
FRATE
18072
5009
30PM
DEL
1
0
E2-303
BIOS(’ 001A GENERAL BIOLOGY:( El 1 S
to maintain and upgrade skills, and/or complete assignments using a
*20 WKLY MRS BY ARR
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Recommend any college level
computer application or a typewriter Knowledge of one software currently
106/16-06/25) LAST DATE TO DROP W10 ’W 06/16/97
B)o Sci with "C" or better. Recommend Chemistry 3013 or equivalent This 18073 TTH
5009 30PM DEL FRATE J
E2-303
10 used in lab is required Students must pass software and equipment check
Credit/No Credit Only. May be repeated six times. NOTE LAB FEE OF
course introduces cell and molecular biology. genetics. and evolution The
*20 WKLY FIRS BY ARR
course is designed for life science and pre-professional majors in medicine,
$1.50.
106/03-06/12) LAST DATE TO DROP WO W’ 06/03/97
pharmacy, dentistry, etc.
8015 4 5 WKLY HRS BY ARR
RINGEL K
00
12-302
106/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W’ ’06/23/97
18068 MTWTH
4 006 OOPM BOSNOYAN E
N2-301
50
1301 01 IAN OVERVIEW of MI( ROSOF WORD
MTWTH
600-8 OOPM
N2-204
Preq Recommend BOT 65 and recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A
(06/02-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W’ 06/10/97
Students will learn the basic features of Microsoft Word This is a short course IrBUSINESS AND BUSINESS COMPUTING
that provides an overview of the software package and will teach students
BUS 021 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS COMPUTING
BIOS( 004 MICROBIOLOGY
how to create. format, and edit documents Credit/No Credit Only NOTE
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Concurrent enrollment in BUS
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Recommend any college level LAB FEE OF $3 00
21L required Survey course introduces computer hardware. software
Bio Sci with "C" or better. Recommend Chemistry 3013 or equivalent 18074 TTH
500-9 30PM DEL FRATE J
E2-303
10
BASIC programming 8 applications, in business. Credit/No Credit Option
Introduction to microorganisms and the lab techniques employed in their
.2 0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
68076 MTWTH
5 00-8 OOPM VAN-TASSEL J
study For nursing and other We science majors
30
N3-501
106/17-06/26) LAST DATE TO DROP WO W’ 0617/97
a/02.0626i LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W’ 06/04/97
5 00-9 30PM KOPERNIK A
S2-305
10
8161 MTWTH
9302 30PM REPLICON J
N2-302
5 0 0807 TTH
*20 WKLY MRS BY ARR
106/02-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W’ 06/10/97
06/17-06/26) LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 061717
VBUS 0211 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
COMPUTING LABORATORY
BIOSC 010 13101 0(;Y -INTRODUCTION TO BIOLOGY
ROT 053 TEN -KEY NUMERIC KEYPAD
Concurrent enrollment in BUS 21 required In this course the student will
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A and READ 53 An introductory Develops entry-level vocational proficiency in the use of 10-key numeric
/eceive hands-on training in business applications Credit/No Credit Option
survey designed for the non -biology major
keypad This course can be taken concurrently with BOT 65 or BOT 67
18077 MTWTH
800-9 COPM VAN-TASSEL J
10
N3-501
8005 MTWTH
800 10 00AM SVENSSON P
MT A
40 Credit/No Credit Only May be repeated one time NOTE LAB FEE OF
*80 WKLY FIRS BY ARR
E2-602
MTWTH 10 00 12 30PM
N204
$300
106/02-06/26) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W 06/04/97
(06/16-07/74i I AST DA TT TO DROP W/0 ’W 0623/97
8007 MTWTH
84511 00AM RINGEL K
E2-302
to
106/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 06/23/97
8008 WTH
8 45-12 45PM RINGEL K
to BUS 028A BUSINESS LAW
E2-302
BIOSC 025 INVIRONM1 N I AL BIOLOGY
(06/18O7/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WOW’ 06/19/97
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Introduction to law relating to
Preq Recommend eligibility tor ENGL 108A and READ 53 This course is
the conduct of business, the meaning and sources of law, and the fundamendesigned for students of all disciplines to introduce a wide range of contemtal principles of the law of contracts and agency (CAN BUS 8)
ROT 060 KEYBOARDING -BEGINNING
porary biological topics that will affect their lives, e g . population growth and
6 00 9 00PM VAN-TASSEL J
10
N3-501
control, environmental problems, genetic manipulation, nutrition, energy Designed for both non -business and business majors who wish to learn the 118078 MTWTH
106/30071241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 07/02/97
issues, etc
"touch" system of keyboarding on the computer NOTE LAB FEE OF $5 00
18069 MTWTH
2004 15PM STAFF
N2-204
30 Credit/No Credit Option
(06/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’1A1’ 06/19/97
8009 MTWTH
8 45-12 30PM RINGEL K
E2-302
30
106/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W’ 06/23/97
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77VVPLEASE READ!

Compiler Anpleadon classes listed below require a
31/2 inch high density data disk. Please bring disk
with you on the first day of class.
Purchase your textbook in the bookstore and bring it to
the first class session. This is very important if you have
a Saturday class or a short-term class as the bookstore is
usually not open on Saturdays.
Courage taught in E2-303 and E2-501 are on IBM computers.
Courson taught in E2-202. E2-401, or S2-305 ore on

liodslooliConoolons.
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

I,

,I.
nl
Y

Or
ed
a
tly
:k
IF

099B LEARNING/USING INTERNET TECHNOLOGY
rreq.CA
Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A. This course provides an
introduction In the history, origins, concepts and culture of the Internet
Credit/No Creuit Option. NOTE: LAB FEE OF $300
68084 TTH
5.00-930PM CASCADDAN D
E2-202
10
+2.0 WKLY HAS BY ARR
(06/17-06/26) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W 06/17/97
VCA 099C DOING RESEARCH USING NETSCAPE
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A. This courses focuses on
developing an understanding of navigation, search and research techniques
used on the World Wide Web. Credit/No Credit Option. NOTE: LAB FEE OF
$3.00.
18085 TTH
500-9 30PM CASCADDAN D
E2-202
10
.2.0 WKLY HAS BY ARR
(07/01-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W’ 07/01/97

CA 015 USING MICROSOFT POWERPOINT
Preq: Recommend BOT 65 and recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A.
Students will learn the basic features of PowerPoint. This course will provide
an overview of the software package and will teach students how to create
computer presentations. Computer literacy skills and keyboarding skills
recommended. Credit/No Credit Option. NOTE: LAB FEE OF $3.00.
CA 0991) CREATING HOMEPAGES ON THE
08079 MW
5:00-930PM CHAN M
10
E2-202
+2.0 WKLY HAS BY ARA
WORLD WIDE WEB
106/02-06/1I) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/02/97
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A. This course focuses on learning
MW
5:00-9:30PM MORGAN A
to HTML and
E2-501
designing and publishing a homepage on the World Wide Web.
+2.0 WKLY HAS BY ARR
Credit/No Credit Option
(06/16-06/25) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W 06/16/97
18086 MW
600-9 30PM CASCADDAN D
E2-202
10
+2.0 WKLY HAS BY ARR
107/14-07/231 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W’ 07/14/97
VCA 016 USING MICROSOFT ACCESS
Preq: Recommend BOT 65 and recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A.
Students will learn the basic features of Access. This course will provide an
COMPUTER ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
overview of the software package and will leach students how to create and
manage a database. Computer literacy skills and keyboarding skills recom- CET OS:i ELECTRONIC’S CALCULATIONS
mended. Credit/No Credit Option. NOTE: LAB FEE OF $3 00.
Preq: CET 51 w/C or math placement. Recom. elig. for ENGL 59 8 MATH C.
18081 TTH
600-930PM MORGAN A
E2-501
10 Advanced algebraic and trigonometric
concepts as pertain to AC Electronics.
+2.0 WKLY HAS BY ARR
MID
08087 MTW
500-8.00PM GHEORGHIU D
30
(06/17-06/26) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W’ ’06/17/97
(06/03-07/09) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/04/97
VCA 020A MACINTOSH - AN INTRODUCTION
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A. An introduction to the Apple
Macintosh computer and its basic operations. The student receives a brief
introduction to application software used for word processing, spreadsheets,
database and drawing programs Credit/No Credit Option. NOTE: LAB FEE
OF $3,00.
I 00-4 OOPM KOPERNIK A
8016 MVVTH
S2-305
10
+2.0 WKLY HAS BY ARR
(06/02-06/12) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W 06/02/97

10,

CA 025 INTRODUCTION TO MICROSOFIWORKS ON MACINTOSH
Preq: CA 020 or equivalent. An introduction to Microsoft Works on the Apple
Macintosh computer. The student explores word-processing, spreadsheet
and database development, page-layout and graphic imaging in one integrated software package. Credit/No Credit Option NOTE LAB FEE OF
$3.00.
1.00-4 OOPM KOPERNIK A
to
8017 MVVTH
S2-305
.2 0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
(06/16-06/26) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/16/97
V CA 027 INTRODUCTION TO MICROSOFT EXCEL
Preq: CA 020 or equivalent Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A. This
course is an introduction to Microsoft Excel. Topics covered include entenng
and editing worksheet information, formatting and printing, using functions,
creating and formatting charts and working with macros This course is
designed for students who are computer literate Credit/No Credit Option
NOTE LAB FEE OF $3.00.
68082 MWTH
S2.305
10
530-8 30PM KOPERNIK A
.2 0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
(06/02-06/12) LAST DATE TO DROP W/OW 06/02/97
10
E2-501
0 3 MWTH
630-8 30PM SNAPP M
.2 0 1NKLY HRS BY ARR
l_i_ A/30-07110) LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 06/30197

ASSISTED
R
ETUPCLASSES
MOCV

CHEMISTRY
CHEM 001A GENERAL CHEMISTRY
Preq CHEM 2 or High School Chemistry and MATH C or higher Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Pre-professional chemistry for students
planning a career in science or a science related field (CAN CHEM 2)
8018 MTWTH
1 00-4 DOPM SHEA C
N2-605
50
M1WTH
4 00-6 15PM
N2-501
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WC W 06/23/97
615-9 15PM SHEA C
08088 MTWTH
N2-605
50
MTWTH
4 03-6 15PM
N2-501
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/23/97
CHEM 0 MA I LIN DAMENTALS OF CHEMISTRY
Preq MATH A or high school equiv. Recommend eligibility for ENGL 59.
Basic principles of inorganic chemistry for non-science major: for RN majors
in 4-yr program: P E . Psych, Soc. Admix of Just. Dental Hyg. 8 Home Ec Not
recommended for science majors
1 00-3 00PM STAFF
8019 TWTH
N2-501
30
TWTH
1000-1 COPM
N2-605
106/03-07/101 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/10/97

COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
CIS 004A COMPUTER PROGRAMMING I
Preq MATH C or equiv CIS 2 (BASIC) or equiv Recommend eligibility for
ENGL 108A Coreq Conc enroll in CIS 171 High level programming
language (Pascal) Student will use language to design, code and execute
programs with an emphasis on efficient algorithms, structured programming techniques and good documentation Credit/No Credit Option
N3-401
68089 TWTH
6 00-8 50PM SABHERWAL S
30
106/17-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/24/97
NOTE CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT IN CIS 171 8020 REQUIRED

CIS 03 7A C PROGRAMMING
Preq: CIS 4A or equiv. Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A. Coreq: Conc.
enroll. in CIS 172. C is a powerful, low-level, general purpose programming
language, commonly used on Unix based computer systems. Concepts 8
methods of computer programming using a problem solving approach.
Credit/No Credit Option.
18090 TWTH
6:00-8:50PM VERMA K
HM-19
30
(06/17-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W . 06/24/97
NOTE CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT IN CIS 172-8021 REQUIRED
CIS 040 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING WITH
(VISUAL) C++
Preq: CIS 37A, CIS 45 or CIS 45A or equivalent; Co-req: Conc. enrollment
in CIS 178: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108k This course includes 00P
concepts such as abstract data types and classes, encapsulation. inherit
ance and polymorphism, using C++. Credit/No Credit Option.
08091 TTH
6.00-8.50PM HSIEH C
JO
S1-307
106/17-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/19/97CIS 171 COMPUTER LAB: PASCAL
Coreq: Conc, enroll. in CIS 4A, CIS 4B, CIS 36, CIS 14, or ENGR 21.
Designed for students writing programs in PASCAL and using the Mission
Computer lab for PASCAL programming Credit/No Credit Option
8020 90 WKLY HAS BY ARR
SABHERWAL S
E2-602
10
106/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/23/97
CIS 172 COMPUTER LAB: "C"
Coreq: Conc, enroll. in CIS 37A, CIS 37B, CIS 21 or CIS 99. Designed for
students writing program in V and using the Mission Computer lab for "C"
programming. Credit/No Credit Option
10
8021 9.0 WKLY HAS BY ARR
VERMA K
E2-602
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/23/97
CIS 1711 OPEN COMPUTER LAB: C++
Co-requisite: CIS 40. Designed for students writing program in the C++
programming language on IBM or IBM compatible computers, preferably
using Visual C++ compiler. Required for CIS 40 students. Credit/No Credit
Option.
8022 9 0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
HSIEH C
E2-602
1
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO W . 06/23/97

COUNSELING
COUNS Out(Oil EGE SURVIVAI SKILLS
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A or ENGL 59 Essential study and
test taking skills for success in all college courses Credit/No Credit Option
18092 MTWTH
5 30-8 30PM CORDERO D
E2-301
20
(07/28-08/14) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W 07/28/97
COUNS 012 CAREERS AND LIFE STYLES
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A or ENGL 59 Preparation for
career choices or career changes Credit/No Credit Option
6 03-9 00PM MILLER B
68093 TTH
W2-10I
30
106/03-07/241 LAST DA It- TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/17/97

DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY
DRAFT 070 INT MIRK TION TO COMPUTER AIDED
DRAFTING
Preq DRAFT 51A or equiv Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A or ENGL
59 and MATH A Working knowledge of MS DOS helpful
58094 MTWTH
5 00-7 15PM KROES K
N1-301
30
106/02-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/09/97

Denotes class uses MAC’ Computers1P IA..nok.s class uses IBM Computers 11
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ENGLISH

ENGLISH AS

PREREQUISITES RNLI TORIQUISITES RAE ENFORCED.

MTTH
903-12.00PM JOHNSON JUDY
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 06/23/97
8025 MTTH
10:30-1.30PM DONA1RE P
106/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/23/97
8023 MTTH
12.454.45PM CROSS S
106/02-06/261 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/03/97
08096 MYTH
600-8 OOPM TILTON K
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 06/23/97
18095 MTTH
600-9.00PM CAREY M
(06/02-07/101 LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W’ 06/09/97

MT-C

VESL 099G ON-LINE WRITING AND EDITING FOR THE
WORKPLACE

PREREQUISITES AND COREQUISITES ARE ENFORCED.

ENGL 001A ENGLISH COMPOSITION
Preq: Completion of ENGL 108A or ENGL 59 with a grade of C or better or
qualifying score on placement test. English composition with emphasis on
process of learning to write clearly and effectively and to read analytically.
(CAN ENGL 2)
8024

A SECOND LANGUAGE

30

Preq: Completion of ESL 123 with a C or better or eligibility for ESL 124 as
determined by the Mission College ESL placement exam. Basic keyboarding
and e-mail skits. This course is designed for non-native English speakers
Preq: Placement from ESL skills assessment. Develops basic grammar skills
who need to write basic workplace documents. The course has two major
of standard written English Students will study and practice using word
focuses: (1) writing tasks such as activity reports, memos and reviews. and
forms, present and past verb tenses, parts of speech and punctuation. Credit/
(2) identification and correction of grammatical, mechanical and word usage
No Credit Option
errors. Instruction will take place by e-mail, fax, world wide web and other
500-7 15PM JELLISON H
W2-305
18102 MTWTH
30 technologically mediated
transmissions. Students must have Internet access
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W’ 06/23/97
and an e-mail account. Credit/No Credit Option.
ESL 099B BASIC INTENSIVE GRAMMAR I

HM-23

30

E2-301

ESL 099C INTENSIVE GRAMMAR II
Preq. ESL 121GW w/C or better or a qualifying score on ESL placement test.
30 Develops low-intermediate level grammar skills. Students will study and
practice the structure of simple and compound sentences with adjectives,
30
adverbs, noun phrases, comparatives, modals and some verb tenses.
Credit/No Credit Option
6 30-9 30PM KASHIMA S
18103 PH
W2-201
30

8163

MT-B
MT-A

30

ENGL 001B ENGLISH COMPOSITION
Preq: ENGL IA with a grade of C or better. Continued emphasis on English
composition skills. (CAN ENGL 4)

106/03-07(24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/10/97

4.0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
CHAN M
E2-602
’06/02-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W 06/10/97

20

NOTE Students taking section #8163 MUST HAVE E-MAIL All assignments will be
sent to the instructor on-line. ORIENTATION MEETING Students will meet Monday
June 2. 1997 from 6 00-9:00pm in room MT -C For information e-mail
marsha chanOwymccd cc cavs

ESL 111LS BASIC LISTENING AND SPEAKING I
Preq: Placement from ESL skills assessment. Introductory course; students
receive guidance and extensive practice in listening and speaking at the
word, phrase and sentence level. Credit/No Credit Option.

ESL 099D INTENSIVE GRAMMAR III
8 30-10 30AM GODFREY G
HM-21
35
Preq: ESL 122 w/C or better or qualifying score on ESL. placement test. 8033 MTWTH
106/02-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W . 06/09/97
intermediate
level
grammar
skills Students will study and practice
Develops
30
the structure of complex sentences with adjective, adverb and noun clauses,
two-word verbs, and verbs in sequence Credit/No Credit Option
ESL 112LS BASIC LISTENING AND SPEAKING 2
18104 MTWTH
8.30-10-30AM JENKINS K
MT-B
30 Preq: Placement from ESL skills assessment or ESL 111LS with a grade of
ENGL 015 INTRO FILM ANALYSIS
/06116-0724/LAST DATE TO DROP W 0 W 06/23/97
C or better Corequisite: Recommend concurrent enrollment in ESL 122 and/
Preq: ENGL 1A Critical analysis of film as a literary art form, with emphasis
or ESL 132 This course continues the development of basic listening
on classic cinema. Co-listed as Human 015, Credit/No Credit Option
comprehension and speaking skills. Credit/No Credit Option.
ESL 0991 ACADEMIC LISTENING AND SPEAKING
8026

MYTH
1 00-4:00PM FORD J
W2-305
106/02-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/09/97
08097 MTTH
600-9.00PM BROWN C
E2-30I
106/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W’ 06/23/97

30

18098 MW
5.00-9 30PM CROSS S
SE2104
106/02-07/091 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/11/97

30

Preq Completion of ESL 114 with a grade of C or better or qualifying score
on the ESL Placement test Advanced level ESL students receive guidance
and extensive practice in listening and speaking in academic and profesNGL 045 POPULAR FICTION IN AMERICA
sional settings. Listening focuses on understanding spoken English in
Preq Engl 1A or demo wnting prof A study of types of popular fiction, formats such as college lectures and news broadcasts Students are
including the detective story, the Western. 8 science fiction Credit/No Credit exposed to various styles and accents of speakers Note-taking tasks
Option
reinforce aural comprehension and focus on recognizing organizational
N2-60I
30 patterns and outlining main ideas and supporting details through audiotaped.
118099 PH
5 00-9 3GPM CROSS S
(06103-0710) LAST DATE TO DROP WIG ’W’ 06/12/97
videotaped and live presentations. Speaking focuses on increased fluency
and communicative strategies used by native speakers in academic and
professional settings Credit/No Credit Option
ENGL 105 ENGLISH FUNDAMENTALS
Preq ESL 125 or successful completion of Engl 103 or qualifying score on

placement test Concentration is on writing of basic expository paragraphs
and essays Credit/No Credit Only
MTTH
9 00-12 OOPM STAFF
(06/0207/101 LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W
8029 MTTH
1 00-4 OOPM TILTON K
(06/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0
8028 MTTH
I 00 5 OOPM GARD (NA
(06/0206/26) LAST DATE TO DROP WO W
18100 MPH
6 00-9 OOPM STAFF
(06116-07/24/LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W’
8027

W2-202

30

MT-A

30

N3-301

30

SI -501

30

06/09/97
06/23/97
06/03/97
06/23/97

116107 MTTH
5 30-9 30PM MOLES K
W3-101
(06/02-66/26) LAST DATE TO DROP WIG ’W’ 06/03/97

V

30

151 0991 ON-LINE GRAMMAR AND EDITING FOR THE
WORKP1ACE

Preq Completion of ESL 123 with a C or better or eligibility for ESL 124 as
determined by the Mission College ESL placement exam Basic keyboarding
and e-mail skills Non-native English writers in the workplace will review the
grammar of English and learn to edit grammatical, mechanical and word
usage errors in their writing Instruction will take place by e-mail, fax, world
wide web and other technologically mediated transmissions Students must
have Internet access and an e-mail account Credit/No Credit Option

8034

MTWTH
10301 I5PM ALLEN F
HM -2I
106/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/23/97

ESL 113 ORAL COMMUNICATION 1
Preq: ESL 112LS w/C or better or a qualifying score on ESL placement test
Students receive guidance 8 extensive practice in effective oral communication in a variety of social arid/or vocational situations. Credit/No Credit Option
118105 MTWTH
5 30-7 45PM ROSENBERG K
W3-201
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W’ 06/23/97

MTTH
8 00-11 00AM ALLEN F
106/16-07124) LAST GA It TO DROP WO W’ 06123/97
MPH
8031
8 45-12 45PM GARD INA
106/02-06/261 LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 0603/97
8032 MYTH
1 CO-4 OOPM CAREY M
106/02-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W’ 06/09/97
18101 MPH
6 00-9 OOPM JOHNSON JUDY
106/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/23/97

4

MT A

30

N3-301

30

MT-C

30

N3-201

30

June 5 1997 horn 6 00 9 00pm in room E3-201
marsha chane wwbccd cc ca us

ASSISTEI
.ASSFS
R
EIUP)C1
MO
CV

For information e-mail

30

ESL 114 ORAL COMMUNICATION 2
Preq: ESL 113 w/C or better or a qualifying score on ESL placement test
Advanced course continues to develop students’ oral communication skills in
a variety of social, business and/or academic situations. Credit/No Credit
Option
18106 MTWTH
5 30-7 45PM HATCH L
MT-E
106/16-071241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/23197

30

ESL 122 BASIC WRITING/GRAMMAR 2
Preq ESL 121GW w/C or better or a qualifying score on ESL placement test
Develops student writing skills using basic language structures of standard
written English Credit/No Credit Option

INCA 108A MEC TIVE WRITING
500-7 15PM SCHIECK M
W3-401
8162 4 0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
CHAN M
E2602
20 118108 MTWTH
Preq Successful completion of Engl 105 or qualifying score on placement
106/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W 06/23/97
106/0607241 LAST DATE TO DROP WO W’ 06/10/97
lest Clear 8 precise construction of short compositions related to practical
NOTE Students taking section *8162 MUST HAVE E-MAIL All assignments will be
problems 8 current issues Credit/No Credit Option
sent to the instruclor on line ORIENTATION MEETING Students will meet Thursday
ESL 111RV BASIC READING AND VOCABULARY I
8030

35

30

Preq Placement from ESL skills assessment. Focuses on comprehension of
simple articles, stories and dialogs in English Increases high frequency
vocabulary Credit/No Credit Option
18109 MTWTH
5 00-7 25PM WHITE C
W3-301
106/02-071241 LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 06/09/97

Denotes class uses MAC Computers,’ Denotes class uses IBM Computers

35

LI

ESL 133 READING COMPREHENSION & VOCAB 3
Preq ESL 132 with a grade of C or better or a qualifying score on the ESL
placement test. The focus is on understanding phrases rather than individual
words and on reading longer and more complex paragraphs than in ESL 132

1997 Summer Schedule

Credit No Credit Option
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EARN FULL COLLEGE
CREDIT WHILE WATCHING TV
Admission & Records or add the come at the requited orientation meeting.
II Watch the programs in the manner most convenient for you:
Tekcourses are broadcast each week on KCS. M channel fit) (PBS), either
using a regular TV antenna or through any of the local cable television so..4.m.
Check your cable guide for the location and channel of KCSM on your systons.
Videotape the programs using your own home video tape recorder (VCR).
Rent the whole semester series of prerecorded video tapes from the Mission College
Bookston, for $50 ivith a refund of 525 given at the end of the semester when the
tapes are returned. Therefore, vi)iir net cost to rent the whole series for the semester is $2:,
Watch individual videotapes of programs in the Mission College IMC,
II Each telecourse combines guidance by a qualified instructor, well designed video lessons,
textbook, & study guides.

For more intonnation, call the Office of Instruction: 408/74B-2718
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ESL 145 ACCENT REDUCTION

111 Enroll just like any other course through

II Broadcasts of all telecourses coincide with the regular college semester.

ade of
2 and/
t ming

10 00-12 OOPM DAN(3 K
MTTH
W3-301
(06/02-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W 0 V’ 06 i 0/97

471111'3qJ
MKT 040 - SALES STRATEGIES

The nation’s top sales experts provide aspiring and current ...dies people the tools and insight needed to tomplete iii1,,dam
marketplace. Provides valuable information about developing and maintaining good sales relationships, preparing
prm’sent.itirins. identifying prospective, ect.
- 2n hut -hr iir les,ons - 3 units - Credit/No Credit option - Instructor : Dinger, S
section number: 8124
Required Orientation: Monday, June 2, 6:00 I’M, room: MT-C

Preq: A qualifying score on the ESL Placement Test Advanced ESL
speakers receive guidance & extensive practice in refining oral pronunciaon & listening skills Credit/No Credit Option
1)8110 MTTH
530-9 30PM MOLES K
W3-101
(0611307/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 07.01 97

30

SL 150A AMERICAN CULTURE AND LANGUAGE I
I ELECOURSE
Independent study course providing guidance and practice in basic listening.
reading, and writing skills in the English language Aspects of American life
are also featured. Credit/No Credit Option.
8156

7.0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
MCM-A
POWERS J
(06/05-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WOO ’W 0610/97

3.0

NOTE This section 48156 is a college by Television course available in the Instructional Materials Center (W2-501) or over cable TV Videos are also available to rent
($50 per semester) REQUIRED ORIENTATION MEETING Thursday. June S. 1997
from 5 00-9:00pm in Conference Room A If you need further information call 7482792 wit 3401

ESL 1 50B AMERICAN (UI TURE ANL) LANGUAGE II
1 El E(OURSE
Independent study course providing guidance and practice in basic listening,
reading, and writing skills in the English language. Aspects of American life
are also featured CreditTho Credit Option.
8155

7 0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
POWERS J
MCM-A
(06/05-ON/BLAST DATE TO DROP WOO W 06/10,97

3.0

NOTE This section 48155 is a college by Television course available in the Instructional Matenals Center (W2-501) or over cable T V Videos are also available to rent
550 per semester) REQUIRED ORIENTATION MEETING Thursday. June 5. 1997
from 500-9 00pm in Conference Room k If you need further information. call 748i’792 est 3401

FIRE SCIENCE
MKT 056A - MARKETING PRINCIPLES
Introduces the tundamental of marketing, consumer issues, and mi h dies involved in the transfer of goods from producer to
customer. Includes investigation of retail, wholesale and industrial marketing channels and institution, pm mg policies, and
promotion strategies.
26 half-hour lessons -3 units - Credit/No Credit option - Instructor Dinger, S
Section number: 8123
Required Orientation: Tuesday, June 3, 600 I’M, room: -MTC.

IRE 099L FIRE SUMMER INTERNSHIP
This course is for fire technology internship students assigned to local
imencies Students must apply to the internship program and be accepted
prior to enrollment
8036

NS 015-HUMAN NUTRITION
Designed for the student with no science background, this course focuses on hiPur nutrition iSt the impact of personal dietary
choices on an individuals health & physical fitness. Students learn how to evaluate their diets & apply the concept taught to
their daily lives.
26 half-hour lessons -3 units - Credit/No Credit opt11,11 I n,t nit for: Mackusick
Section number

8133

Required I

Ttwsday,

June 3, 1997, 7:181- 10:00 I’M, room: IIM 2I

4 0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
BURTCH M
OFFCMP
(06/02-08/18) LAST DATE TO DROP WOO ’W 06/16/97

GRAPHIC ARTS TECHNOLOGY
.(KARl 061 IN I RODUCTION TO DESKTOP PUBLISHING
f’req A student must know how to type and be familiar with the Machintosh
computer This is an introductory course using Macintosh computers to
provide a hands-on overview and basic working knowledge of desktop
publishing techniques (including elementary design). Credit/No Credit Option NOTE LAB FEE OF $500

ESL 150A - American Culture and Language 1

11(1111

This course provides practice in Kiss listening, reading, and writing skills By viewing tin first Iiirodes of the telecourse,
Crossroads Cate, and using the first worktext students will develop beginning skills in the English language and learn about
North American culture. 3 units Credit/No Credit option Instnit for Powers
Section number: 81%
Required onentation, Thurs. June 5. 5:00p.m. - 9011p.m., Conf. Rm. A

Ni iTF THIS CLASS USES PAGEMAKER

ESL 150B - American Culture and Language 2
This course provides further prat lice in developing basic skills in listening, reading, and writing in the English language
Aspects of North American culture will continue to be examined The last 13 episodes of the Het
( mssroads ’ale
along with the second worktext will help the students develop beginning skills in the English language. 3 units --Credit/No Credit option
Instructor Powers
Section number HI
Required orientation: Thurs. June C, 5:(10p.m. -91X/p.m., Conf. Rm. A

136TH
7 00,9 OOPM TOCCOLI J
S1-401
’90 WKLY HRS BY APR
E2-602
’W 06/18/97
(06/03-07/10) LAST DATE TODROP

30

Itis,CRART 064 PHOTOSHOP DIGITAL IMAGING
()rot( GRART 063 Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Proficiency on the
computer This is a beginning Adobe Photoshop course Students will learn
To manipulate photographic images using the sophisticated tools and filters
found in this program Credit/No Credit Option. NOTE LAB FEE OF $5.00.
08112 TVYTH
5 00-7 OOPM DELONGCHAMP
S1-401
30
.90 WKLY HRS BY APR
E2-602
(06/03-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/C) ’W’ 06/10/97

Ms

COMPUTER ASSISTED CLASSES

40

Denotes class uses MAC’ Computers,10 Denotes class uses IBM Computers

LoL

5

1.99111

1997 Summer Schedule
MATHEMATICS

HISTORY
HIST 017A UNITED STATES HISTORY

MATH 000A ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A or ENGL 59. The development Preq. Math 102 or Math 102-P with grade of C or better. Recommend
of American government & culture from Colonial through Civil War & eligibility for ENGL 105 Polynomials, products and factors, first degree
Reconstruction periods.(CAN HIST 8)
equations and inequalities, simultaneous systems of linear equations, qua8037 MYTH
SE2104
3.0 dratic equations, graphing and applications. Credit/No Credit Option.
8:00-11.00AM HAYDEN R
(06/02-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W 06/09/97
68117 MTWTH
7.15-9 30PM HOENCKE G
40
N1-501
HM-04C
88113 MTTH
30
6:00-900PM WATSON A
106/02-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W : 06/10/97
(0602-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP WIG W 06/0997

MATH 010 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
Preq: MATH C w/B or MATH 8 w/C or better. Recommend elig. for ENGL
108A. Probability, descriptive and inferential statistics including probability
distributions, hypothesis testing, linear regression and applications. Current
statistical packages will be used and concurrent enrollment in MATH 700 may
be required. (CAN STAT 2) Credit/No Credit Option.
W3-501
30
8051 MTWTH
8 15-9 55AM KNIGHT R
(06/02-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W 0600/97
W3-501
30
7:15-855PM NAKAHAMAJ
88121 MTWTH
(06/02-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/10/97

MATH 0008 PLANE GEOMETRY

HUMANITIES

Preq: MATH A with a grade of C or better. Recommend elig. for ENGL 108A
or ENGL 59. Basic concepts of plane geometry for lines, planes, triangles
and spheres and an introduction to deductive reasoning. Credit/No Credit
Preq: ENGL 1A. Critical analysis of film as literary art form. with emphasis on Option
classic cinema. Co-listed as English 15. Credit/No Credit Option.
8045 MTWTH
10:45-1.00PM DAVIS M
40
W2-305
88114 MW
SE2104
30
5.069 30PM CROSS S
106/02-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP WIG W 06/10/97
DROP
WO
’W’
06104/97
LAST
DATE
TO
106/02-07/091
HUMAN 015 INTRO F II M ANALYSIS

MATH 000C INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA
Preq: MATH A w/C or better. Recommend elig. for ENGL 108A or ENGL 059
HUMAN 016A HISPANIC ROOTS & CULTURE
Fundamental laws, exponents and radicals, linear and quadratic equations,
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Course undertakes a study of graphical representations, complex numbers, functions and inverses, logaHispanic culture beginning with the native American and Spanish civilizations rithms and exponentials, and applied problems. Credit/No Credit Option
and continuing to the present. Credit/No Credit Option
8046 MTWTH
8-30-10.45AM THAGGERT H
40
N3-401
88115 TWTH
6 00-9 WPM GONZALES F
N3-301
30
(06/02-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WIG W 06/10/97
106/03-07/101 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/10/97
08118 MTWTH
6:30-9 30PM EDWARDS D
4
0
N2-501
106/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 06/23/97

LIBRARY
IRS 099A INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION RESOURCES ON THE INTERNET

MATH 0000 TRIGONOMETRY
Prect MATH C w/C or better; MATH B or one year of high school geometry
recommended Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Trigonometric functions including applications to trianoles. circular functions, radian measure.
graphs and polar coordinates. trigonometric identities, inverse trigonometric
functions, vectors, and complex numbers Credit/No Credit Option.
8047 MTWTH
8 30-10 45AM EDWARDS D
N2-401
30
10616-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W’ 06/23/97

Introduces the student to finding information on the Internet Provides
instruction in using Internet tools and comparing these tools to other information resources available in Learning Resources Requires student to find
information in specific subject areas, to evaluate the information and to
complete a written project with documentation using Internet and other
information resources. Credit/No Credit Option
18116 MTWTH
9 03-12 OOPM KLEPPINGER E
10
E2-202
MATH 003A ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS I
106/02 0 101 LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 06/02/97
Preq Math 1 and Math 0 w/C or better or MATH 2 w/C or better; MATH B or
one year of high school geometry is recommended. Recommend eligibility
for ENGL 108A Functions. limits, continuity. differentiation, integration, and
LEARNING SERVICES
applications for polynomial and transcendental. Credit/No Credit Option.
LS I 30 ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING DISABIL ITIES
8048 MTWTH
830-12 15PN1 DE HART W
N3-501
5.0
This course is designed to assess eligibility for learning disabilities services
106/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’ 06/23/97
and to identify specific areas of disability which may require specialized 08119 MTWTH
6 15-9 COPM LAM C
MT-F
50
instruction or support services. Appropriate recommendations and referrals
10602-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W’ 06/10/97
will be made Credit/No Credit Only.
8038 6 Ii WKLY HRS BY ARR
S2,201
o5 MATH 0(1.18 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS II
STEVENSON L
(0602-06/031 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/02/97
Preq Math 3A and MATH 0 with a grade of C or better Recommend eligibility
8039 6.0 WKLY MRS BY ARR
STEVENSON L
S2-201
05 for ENGL 108A This is the second part of the three semester calculus
106/02-06/301 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/05/97
sequence Infinite series, vectors in the plane. the denvative and integral for
8040 6 0 WKLY HRS BY ARA
S2-201
STEVENSON L
05
logarithmic and trigonometric functions and their inverses, polar coordi(06/02-0630) t AST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W’ 06/0697
8041 6.0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
STEVENSON L
S2-201
00 nates, and applications (CAN MATH 201 Credit/No Credit Option
(06/02-06/30) LAST DATE TO DROP W,0 ’W 06/05/97
8049 MTWTH
900-12 45PM TING K
N1-401
50
8042 60 WKLY MRS BY APR
TOPPEL C
S2-201
05
1060207001 LAST DATE TO DROP WIG ’W’ 06/09/97
106/02-06/301 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/0697
8043 6 0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
05
TOPPEL C
S2-201
MATH 008 FINITE MATHEMATICS
(06/02-06/301 LAST DATE TO DROP Wi0 W’ 0605/97
8044 6 0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
TOPPEL C
05 Preq MATH C w/C or better Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Algebra
S2-201
(06/02-06/301 LAST DATE TO DROP WIG W 06/05/97
review, matnx systems, linear programming. set theory. mathematics of
finance, introductory probability and statistics Credit/No Credit Option
8050 MTWTH
8 30-10 10AM LAM C
W3401
30
106/0207/241 LAST DATE TO DROP
W 06/10/97
88120 MTWTH
7 15-8 55PM MARINAS M
W3-401
30
106/02-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 06/10/97

6
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MATH 102 ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS
Fundamental anthmehc skills including whole numbers, fractions and decimals, ratio, proportion and percent, signed numbers, simple equations.
problem analysis, and practical applications. Credit/No Credit Option.
08122 MTWTH
500-7 15PM DAVIS G
N1-501
3.0
106/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/23/97
MATH 10’2P PRE -ALGEBRA
Preq: Basic arithmetic skills. This course is designed for those students who
have a solid foundation in arithmetic skills but need to develop those skills
further before taking elementary algebra. This course is intended to serve as
a bridge between arithmetic functions and elementary algebra. Credit/No
Credit Option.
88123 MTWTH
30
500-6 40PM VAN BUSKIRK
W3-501
106/02-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP WIG ’W . 06/10/97

MARKETING
MKT 040 SALES PRINCIPLES I
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A and MATH A. It presents the
principles & practices of professional selling Emphasis is on information,
skills. & attitudes. Credit/No Credit Option
88124 MTW
600-9 OOPM D1NGER S
MT-C
30
10603-07/081 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/05/97
NOTE This is a Mission College By Television Course REQUIRED ORIENTATION
Monday. June 2 1997 at 6 00pm in mom MT -C
MKT 056A MARKETING PRINCIPLES
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A and MATH 102. Course will
study the areas & vanous activities involved in the transfer of goods from
producer to the customer Retail. wholesale & industrial marketing channels.
etc. Credit/No Credit Option
88125 MTH
6 00-9 OOPM DINGER S
MT-C
30
106/04-07(091 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W’ 0610/97
NOTE The is a Mission College Television Course REQUIRED ORIENTATION
Tuesday June 3 1997 at 6 00pm in room MT-C

MUSIC
MUSIC 005A FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A Beginning course in the
fundamentals of music for the general college student. Lecture only. No
practice lab Credit/No Credit Option
88126 MUM
7 00-10 OOPM COOBATIS C
ao
E1-603
(06/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 0623/97
MUSI(. 010 MUSIC APPRECIATION
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A. Introductory course in the
development of enloyment 8 appreciation of music. Credit/No Credit Option
8052 MW
9 00-12 30PM STAFF
E1-603
30
106/02-07/231 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/09/97

Denotes class u.ses MAC ComputersP1 Denotes class ust.s IBM Computers Lt.

1997 Summer Schedule
MUSIC 0 6 H ST
or ENGL
fbability
Current
’00 may
3.0
30

RY OF ROCK MUSIC

Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 18A. The course examines the History
of Rock and Roll music, from its roots in Africa and 1950’s America through
Punk Rock. Principal study is of the music, its styles and performance
practices, its musician -composers, and the important social and musical
forces influencing the development of Rock. Credit/No Credit Option
8053

MTTH
3.00-600PM COOBATIS C
S2-604
106/02-07/101 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W’ 06/09/97

30

MUSIC 030A BEGINNING PIANO

nd deduations,
30

Co-req: Conc. enrollment in Music 90. For students with no previous training
in piano, the course includes studies in note reading , clefs, simple pieces &
exercises. Credit/No Credit Option.
5:00.7:00PM DRION Y
18157 TWTH
W1-206
(06/17-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W’ 06/23197
NOTE Concurrent enrollment in Music 090-8164 is Required

30

Preq: MUSIC 30A or demo skills. Co-req: Conc, enrollment in Music 90. For
students with no previous training in piano. the course includes studies in
note reading . clefs, simple pieces & exercises. Credit/No Credit Option.
18158 TWTH
5-00-700PM ORION Y
W1.206
(06/17-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W’ 06/23/97

1.0

NOTE Concurrent enrollment in Music 090-8164 is Required.
MUSIC 031A INTERMEDIATE PIANO
Preq MUSIC 308 or demo skills. Co-rep: Conc. enrollment in Music 90.
Continuation of Music 30A & 30B, in which students continue the development of keyboarding skills Credit/No Credit Option.

nts the
lation.
3.0
AT ION

18159 TWTH
5 00.7 OOPM DRION Y
W1-206
(06/17-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/23/97

10

NOTE’ Concurrent enrollment in Music 090-8164 is Required
MUSIC 031B INTERMEDIATE PIANO
Preq. MUSIC 31A or demo skills.. CO-req’ Conc enrollment in Music 90.
Continuation of Music 30A & 30B. in which students continue the development of keyboarding skills. Credit/No Credit Option.
18160 TWTH
500.7.00PM ORION Y
W1-206
(06/17.07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/23/97

e will
from
nets.

In

NOTE Concurrent enrollment in Music 090-8164 is Required

MUSIC 036A BEGINNING GUITAR
30
NON

Beginning course in guitar. Credit/No Credit Option.
18127 UN
7-00-10:00PM VARGAS P
W1-206
106/03-07/101 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/05/97

10

MUSIC 0368 BEGINNING GUITAR
Preq: MUSIC 36A or equiv. or demo. skills. Beginning course in guitar. Credit/
No Credit Option
the
No
30

18128 TTH
W1-206
700-10:00PM VARGAS P
106/03-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W 06/05/97

PE 0075 TENNIS-BEGINNING

Preq: Music 36C or equivalent or demonstrable skills Beginning course in
guitar. Credit/No Credit Option.

This course is designed to teach the basic fundamentals of tennis to the
student to increase the student’s appreciation of the g4ne’s value as a
lifelong, leisure-time activity. Mastery of these skills will enable the student
to progress to another level of tennis. Credit/No Credit Option

118130 TTH
700.10.00PM VARGAS P
W1-206
106/03-07/101 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/05/97

10

18136 MTWTH
7:15-9:30PM NELSON J
COURTS
(06/02-06/26) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/04/97

MUSIC 090 MUSIC LABORATORY
Preq: Concurrent enrollment in any music course. The course provides
music students with supplementary learning activities related to his/her other
music classes. Credit/No Credit Option.
18164 4.0 WKLY HRS BY ARR
DRION Y
W1-206
106/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W’ 06/23/97

1.0

MUSIC 030B BEGINNING PIANO
nts who
Se skills
;dye as
’edit/No

MUSIC 036D BEGINNING GUITAR

0.5

PE 007T TENNIS-ADVANCED BEGINNER
Preq: PE 007S or demo. skills. Gain further knowledge and mastery of the
fundamentals of the game beyond the beginning level. Credit/No Credit
Option
118137 MTWTH
7-15.9:30PM NELSON J
COURTS
(06/02-06/26) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/04/97

NUTRITION SCIENCE

PE 007U TENNIS-INTERMEDIATE

Prep’ Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A and MATH A. Basic scientific
principles of human nutrition in maintaining health & preventing disease are
discussed. Biochemical functions & interrelationships of nutrients are examined. Designed for the student with no science background.

Prep PE 77 or demo. skills. This course is designed to develop skill and
knowledge of the game at an intermediate level. Credit/No Credit Option

18131

MW
(06/02.07/23)
18132 TTH
(06/03-07/24)
118133 TTH
(06/03-07/241

6.30-9 30PM
LAST DATE TO
400-7.00PM
LAST DATE TO
7:00.10 OOPM
LAST DATE TO

MACKUSICK E
HM -21
DROP W/O ’W’ 06/09/97
PORCELLAC
HM -21
DROP W/O ’W’ 06/17/97
MACKUSICK E
HM-21
DROP W/O ’W’ 06/10/97

18138 MTWTH
715.9 30PM NELSON J
COURTS
(06/02-06/26) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ : 06/04/97

18129 TTH
W1-206
7 00.10 OOPM VARGAS P
(06/03-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W’ 06105/97
the
piton

10

3.0

PE 0080 BEGINNING VOLLEYBALL

3.0

This course is designed to teach beginning volleyball skills for recreational
pleasure & its value as a worthy leisure time activity. Credit/No Credit Option.

NOTE This section #8133 is a Mission College Television Course REQUIRED
ORIENTATION Tuesday. June 3 1997 horn 7.10pm in HM-21

08139 TWTH
715-9 15PM STAFF
GYM
(06/17-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/24/97

to

PE 0991) BADMINTON -BEGINNING

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A This course will introduce the
PE 003T BEGINNING COUNTRY WES1 ERN LINE DANCING student to the basic fundamentals and strategies of the game of badminton
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A. This course is designed to Credit/No Credit Option
5 00-7 15PM NELSON J
GYM
I0
acquaint the student with the basic forms and social practice of Country 18140 MTWTH
(06/02.06/26) LAST DATE TO DROP WO W’ 06/04/97
Western Line Dancing. Beginning level steps, styles and dance will be taught.
Emphasis will be on learning skills associated with the dance form as well as
physical fitness. Credit/No Credit Option
PE 0991 DANCE: BEGINNING HIP HOP
8054 60 WKLY HRS BY ARR
FRANKEL D
OFFCMP
1 0
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A. This course will introduce the
(06/16-07124) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W’ 06/23/97
student to the different styles and choreography of hip hop/street funk Basic
NOTE This class is being taught on Ms Crown Princess as it cruises Alaska Glacier routines
will be introduced as well as the principles involved in developing
route It cruises for 8 days departing on June 16, 1997 Special Group rate for Mission
your own personal style. The history and development of hip hop as a dance
College students Please call 415-941-8472 for information ORIENTATION MEETform will be discussed. Credit/No Credit Option
ING Thursday. April 10. 1997 from 1 30-3:30pm in SE2-104, and their will be another
18141 TTH
600-8 15PM SANTOS C
W1.502
10
orientation on Saturday. May 17. 1997 from 1 00-3.00pm in Plaza Del Rey Annex
(06/03-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W : 06/17/97
PE 004H FITNESS, EMPHASIS-AEROBIC DANCE
Course is designed to provide safe cardiovascular activity & to develop &
maintain physical & cardiovascular fitness through the medium of dance
Simple dance movements to popular music are used to achieve these goals
Credit/No Credit Option
18134 MTTH
5 00-7 OOPM SULLIVAN C
W1.501
106/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/23/97

10

PE 099K DANCE: INTERMEDIATE HIP HOP
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A and PE 003W. This course will
introduce the student to more advance movements and patterns of hip hop/
street funk Students will be expected to choreograph a routine based upon
their own style and interpretation Credit/No Credit Option.
18154

UN
600-a 15PM SANTOS C
W1.502
(06/03-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/17/97

10

Course is designed to enhance the development of muscular fitness & overall
body tone Information will be presented to increase student understanding
of venous aspects of weight training from safety through proper lifting
techniques. Credit/No Credit Option.
18135 k4TTH
5 00-700PM VAN AALS8URG
W1-301
106/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP WOW : 06(23/97

1.0

30

COMPUTER ASSISTED CLASSES

V

10

3.0

PE 004U WEIGHT TRAINING -COEDUCATIONAL

Preq Music 368 or equivalent or demonstrable skills Beginning course in
guitar Credit/No Credit Option

10

NS 015 HUMAN NUTRITION

1.0

MUSIC 036C BEGINNING GUITAR

1 0

Denotes class uses MAC Computers

Denotes class uses IBM Computers Lt

7

or.

1997 Summer Schedule
SPEECH COMMUNICATION

PHILOSOPHY

READING

PHIL 004 PATTERNS IN COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A. Introduction to critical, comparative study of religion. A study of how different religious beliefs affect the
culture and history of Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. Credit/No Credit
Option
8055 MTWTH
N3-601
900-12 15PM LE SON
30
(06/02-06126) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W 06/04/97

READ 053 SPEED AND CRITICAL READING
Preq: Read 161 or qualifying score on placement test. Enables students to
reach their optimal reading speeds & to improve their comprehension of
collegiate & technical materials.
8060 TWTH
1:00-4:00PM BORNE H
MT-B
3.0
106117-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/OW 06P24)97
18145 TTH
6:00-9:00PM BEIRNE H
W2-601
3.0
(06/03-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP WO W’ 06/17/97

SPECH 001 PUBLIC SPEAKING
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 001A. Basic course in speech communication. (CAN SPCH 4)
N2-301
30
900-12:00PM HARRIS E
8063 MWTH
(06/02-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W 06/04/97
30
N2-301
600-9:00PM PHILLIPS J
08150 MWTH
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/23/97
SPECH 004 SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

PHYSICS

REAL ESTATE

PREREQUISITES AND COREQUISITES ARE ENFORCED.
PHYS 010 INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICS
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A and MATH A. A descriptive,
non-mathematical approach to physics.
8056 MTWTH
W2-301
1000-1215PM POE C
4.0
& MTWTH 12:15-230PM
N2-504
TO
DROP
W/O
’W
06/09/97
DATE
(06/02-07(10) LAST
PHYS 045 TECHNICAL PHYSICS FOR SEMICONDUCTOR
MANUFACTURING
Preq: MATH A. A physics course designed to introduce and apply the basic
principles of physics to the process used in the manufacture of solid state,
semiconductor devices. Particular emphasis is on the physical pnnciples
used by the tool sets in the wafer buildup during the manufacturing process.
8057 MTWTH
4.0
1215-230PM BURRELL J
N2-301
& MTWTH 10:00-12:15PM
N2-504
06/09/97
(06/02-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O

RLEST 083A REAL ESTATE LICENSE EXAMINATION REVIEW
1 -SALESPERSON

Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A. Practical expenence in decision-making processes of small groups.
18151 MWTH
6-00-9:03PM BONSTEIN J
N1-401
30
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/23/97

Preq: RLEST 90 or RLEST license or demo, skills or instructor’s approval.
Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A, MATH 102 or completion of BUS 64.
This course is designed to teach the student how to pass the California Real
VIETNAMESE
Estate Salesperson’s and/or Broker’s License Examination. Credit/No Credit
Option
VIET 049A VIETNAMESE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE FOR
18146 TWTH
6.30-9 30PM DIAL F
HM-04B
3 0 FLUENT SPEAKERS
(06/03-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W 06/10/97
Preq: REQUIRED: Native-level speaking ability in Vietnamese Recommenci
eligibility for ENGL 108A or ENGL 59. Course designed for the native speaker
of Vietnamese. Emphasis on fundamentals of formal spoken and written
RLEST 090 PRINCIPLES OF REAL ESTATE
language. Includes study of culture, traditions, and interpersonal etiquette.
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A, MATH 102 or completion of
Credit/No Credit Option.
BUS 64 or instructor’s approval. Fundamental real estate course covering the
MTTH
88152
6:00-900PM NGUYEN H
W2-301
30
basic understanding, background, & terminology necessary for State of
106/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W 06/23/97
California real estate license. Meets the California Salesperson, Broker and
Appraisal license requirement. Credit/No Credit Option.
08147 MTTH
6 30-9 30PM PRZYBYLSKI R
S2-604
30 VIET 0498 VIETNAMESE LANGUAGE/CULTURE FOR
FLUENT SPEAKERS
(0602-07/101 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W 06/09/97

Preq: VIET 049A with a grade of C or better, or demonstrated subiect/skill
proficiency. Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A or ENGL 59. Primarily in
SOCIOLOGY
POLIT 001 AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
the Vietnamese language, student will closely examine distinctive features of
Vietnamese culture through poetry, prose, and art forms. and will study
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A or ENGL 59. Democratic SOC 001 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY
accomplishments of Vietnamese in their home country and in the U.S. Credit/
structures & functions of Amencan national, state. & local governments.
Preq: Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108. The study of interplay of the
No Credit Option.
(CAN GOVT 2)
individual and society. (CAN SOC 2) Credit/No Credit Option
18153 MTTH
600-900PM NGUYEN H
W2-301
30
8058 MTTH
11:00-200PM HAYDEN R
ao 8061 TWTH
SE2104
9 00-12 OOPM GRAMS A
30
E2-301
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/23/97
(06/02-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 V’ 06/09/97
106/03-07,101 LAST DATE TO DROP WO ’W 06/10/97
18142 MTTH
6:00-9:00PM HAYDEN R
W2-202
3.0
106/02-071101 LAST DATE TO DROP WO W 06/09/97
18143 TTH
600-930PM BRAUN A
HM-04A
30 SOC 045 SOCIOLOGY OF HUMAN SEXUALITY
(06/03-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W 06/10/97
Preq. Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A An analysis of sexual attitudes
and behavior in U.S. society, including sexual education, enhancement.
norms and variations. Credit/No Credit Option
PSYCHOLOGY
18148 TWTH
6 00-9 OOPM MOYERS C
HM-23
3.0
PSYCH 001 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
(06/03-07/101 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W’ 06/10/97
Preq Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A The study of behavior, how
animals & people adapt or adjust to life changes (CAN PSY 21
SPANISH
118144 MTTH
6’00-9 OOPM GUICH D
30
W2-203
(06/02-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W 06/09/97
SPAN 001A BEGINNING SPANISH

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Preq: Elig. for ENGL 108A or ENGL 59. Basin skills & structures in a cultural
PSYCH 012 HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
context. Credit/No Credit Option
Preq Ps/ch 1 recommended Recommend eligibility for ENGL 108A A 8062 MTWTH
100-5 15PM STAFF
E1-603
50
(06/16-07/241 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O ’W 06/23/97
comprehensive coverage of the growth & development of humans from
80149 MTWTH
5 15-9 OOPM ACCORNERO M
S2-601
5.0
infancy to old age
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 ’W’ 06/23/97
8059 MUM
9 30-12 30PM FETTGATHER R
W2-203
30
(06/02-07/101 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/09/97
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MISSION COLLEGE

3000 Mission College Blvd.

Santa Clara CA 95054-1897

Served after 10:30 a.m.

"You may never go back to buns."
-Jack

Free Soft Drink

Free Sourdough JackI, Buy one Sourdough Jack.. at reg. price,
get one free!
IServed after 1031) an Coops
My i
.11 panicipahng
Jrv IN
Box restaurants Please present coupon when ordering One
coupon per guest per VI411 0111. oiNg ()Pt 011DON Nor vetr1,111,,,t)10,1,0"
c
{
ott,

I

J454

(0Foodmaker, Inc. 1997

I I Buy
I I
I I
I I
I I
ILvh’

one Sourdough Jack at reg. price,
get free reg. soft drink!

